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Abstract 

'Wet Without A Price" examines American perceptions of the relationship 

between Italy,. Austria, and Germany in the 1930's. The thesis suggests that 

members of the Roosevelt administration based their assessments of the European 

order around the belief that Benito Mussolini was a diplomat concerned with 

presening the status quo and maintaining Austrian independence against 

encroachments by Nazi @mmmy. The belief that Mussolini would continue to 

guarantee Austrian sovereignty had remarkable longevity and remained a 

prominent assumption of some American policymakers despite mounting 

evidence indicating Italy could do little to protect Austria af'ter the invasion of 

Ethiopia in 193 5. After the Austro-German AnschZuss in early 1938, members of 

the State Department still believed that Mussolini was a moderate statesman. 

Italy's strategic position in E W O ~ ~ ,  however, had been lost the moment German 

troops crossed the border into Austria, eff~tively ending Mussolini's tenure as 

the United States' foil to Hitler. 
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Introduction 

The paid betweea 1933, when Franklin D. R o o d  entered the White House, and 

1939, when World War II began in Europe," writes Akira Eye, "has not been as extensively 

studied by historians in the recent de!cadesN.l Professor w e ' s  remarks seem to be a vast 

t m d m  upon consideration of scholarly inquiries into America's interwar relationship 

with Austria- Quite simply, there is no significant body of secondary literature on U.S.- 

Austrian relations between 1933-1938. There are a few essays and one U-length biography 

about the importance of George S. Messenmith, the American ambassador to Austria (1934- 

1937), but none systematically details the relations between the two c o d e s 2  Historians 

have concentrated their eargies on developing the relationship between the United States and 

the major pawas, most notably Germany and Great Britain In the last decade, this body of 

work has been expanded to include otha European countries and the monographs that deal 

with specific policy and seauity issues. 

The present study relies heady on original American documents. Fortunately, there 

is substantial material available to reconstruct American foreign policy in the 1930's. Quite 

simply, any into American policy must begin with the Department of State's Foreign_ 

Relations of the United States. Most British, French and German diplomatic correspondence 

can be found in Documents on British Foreism Poiicv. Donmtenfs Divl~rn~pires F r r p i s ,  
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and I)oamuds, respedvely. However, coll~tntctiag the Italian 

side of the equation is more difEcuIt. In the early 1980's the Italian Government undertook 

a massive project designed to publish the eatin m r d  of Itsrlian diplomatic correspondence 

fiom betbre the outbreak ofthe Flfst World War to the end of the Second World War in one 

documentary collection eatitledldbcumenti dblonutici itoliizrzf- The project began in 1946 

with the intention of publishing the history ofItaliau fwdgn pdicy between 186 1- 1943 in nine 

chronological series. Since each series has its own set ofeditors, the rate of publication varies 

great&- The net d t  is that current volumes deal with events fiom 186 1 sporadically until 

1932 where completed volumes end The Series is then resumed with events in 1939. It is 

entirely coaceivable that approximately 120 v o b  win be needed to complete the series and 

it is a vast understatement to concfude that the series will probably not be completed in the 

twentieth century? 

Nevertheless, it is possib1e to at least I in the outlines of Italian policymaking during 

this period with the use of memoin fiom various Italian policymakers and the extensive use 

of documents made by Renu, DeFelice in his multi-vohune biography of Mussolini. In the 

Italian sources used in this thesis, no two subjects are given as much attention as Austria and 

the war in Ethiopia. Both Dino Grandi, who was the Italian Ambassador to England when 

the Abyssirrian war begaq and Fuivio Suvich, who was the Under~ecfetary for Foreign Afhks  

(1933-1936), condemn Mussolini for his decision to launch the invasion of Ethiopia.' Both 

diplomats are united in their beliefthat Mussalini's actions were not motivated by concern for 

Italian strategic interests or even self-interests Rather, the war in Ethiopia was a 

fbndamentally flawed decision that reflected Mussolini's desire for personal glory. In 
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abandoning Austria for Ethiopia, Italy sacrificed her standing in Europe for the panacea of 

colonial empire- 

A d d i t i d  material was collected at the National Archives in Washington, D.C. and 

College Park. Maryland. The persad papers of certain members of the State Department 

wen also used in the prepadon ofthis studyshldy The pepers'of Secntary of State Cordell Hull 

and Breckimidge Long, the American ambassador to Italy (19344936) are at the Library of 

Congress in Washington D.C. By and large, the Hull papers are disappointing and do not 

contain a great deal of specific material on American relations either with Austria or Italy. 

Long's papers contain some decent information, but the most revealing document in the 

collection, Long's diary, has some serious gaps. Perhaps the most complete, and thorough, 

collection of doaments can be found in the papers of George S. Messersmith, the American 

Ambassador to Austria (1934-1937), at the University of Delaware- 

At first glance, it is tempting to say that the United States did not have an Austrian 

policy worth writing about between 1933 and the Amchihrrs in 1938. No significant 

international trade treaties were negotiated b e e n  Vierma and Washington and w pledges 

ofllliiitary support were issued by the State Departme to presave Austrian independence. 

American policymakers, though sympathetic to Austria's economic struggle in the early 

19301s, decided not to invest in Austria because of her internal instability- Only when the 

domestic situation improved, said the State Department, would American investment dollars 

find their way to Vienna. Perhaps most importantly for events after 1937, America did not 

have a military presence in Europe that could stop Hider's various attempts at undermining 

Austrian independence. Therefore, fiom 193 3- 193 8, the United States could not directly 
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inhence the European balance and remained a passive, but nonetheless interested, obsexva 

of Austria's struggles. 

N-ess, Austria's ~ttategicimportaace to the maintenance ofpeace and stability 

in central Europe could not bc ignored. Bordering both Italy and Gamany, Austria 

represated the key to central Europe and would be the battleground for the conflicting 

ambitions of Bemito Mussolini and AdoIf Hitler. ReaIising that Mure to protect Austria 

would mean the demise of Italian influence in the European balance of power, American 

dipIornats believed that Mussolini would do whatever it took to preserve Austrian 

independence against the German orslaugbt. I*, tkekre, became by proxy the instrument 

that the United States would use to influence. events in central Europe. 

Perhaps no other question has challenged American diplomatic historians about the 

early-to-mid-1930's as much as the effect of domestic isolationism on Roosevelt's foreign 

policy.' By the same token, historians have also debated whether Roosevelt was a staunch 

isolationist or a pragmatic politician who understood the liability of being labelled an 

"internationalist" chning tbe 1930's. Some, like Robert M e 6 ,  have argued that Roosevelt 

was a sincere isolationist as a result of his experiences fkom the First World War- Though 

Roosevelt abhorred war and detested the aggressive actions of Gemrany, Italy and Japan in 

the 1930'9, Devine writes that the president's penonal revulsion for armed wntlia precluded 

the notion of direct American participation. On the other hand, Robert ~allek' writes that 

the president was not an isolationist. Instead, Dallek argues that Raosevelt was a hstrated 

intematioaalist who was constrained by isolationists. 

There is no question that the President was limited by isolationist sentiment, but 
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whether this meant that the United States complaely accepted a passive role as a result is 

questionable. As mom documents were reieased demonstrathg the Roosevelt 

administration's attempts at policymaking historians f d  on what is broadly termed 

America's appeasement policycy Most historians agree that American appeasement differed 

fiom the British policy of the same name= The United States believed that economic 

concerns played a viral rok m dealing with Italy and Gemmy. Indad, Cordell Hull thought 

that the maintenance of peace was intrinsically linked to li-sed trade and disarmament.9 

Britain, on the otha hand, foflowed a policy that sought piecemeal adjustments, particularly 

politid and territorial, to the Versailles treaty as the basis for peace. The economic 

appeasement of Italy, therefore, seemed to o f f i  the Roosmlt administration the waos to 

indirectly influence events in Europe. 

One of the first assessments of the United States' appeasement policy is found in 

Arnold 08Cher's American Aopeasement. Oflher deals specifically with US-German 

relations fiom 1933-1938 and argues that appeasement was initially adopted by American 

policymakers as a response to German complaints about the unjust nature of the Verdles 

treaty." In a subsequent essay, Ofher specifically writes tbat an improvement in economic 

conditions, combined with a reduction in international tensions through arms limitation 

agreemen& would lead to the appeasement of GamanyGamanyl' In the end, m e r  condudes that 

appeasement was a short-sighted policy advocated by policymakers who did not fully 

understaud the thnat posed by Nazi Germany. Subsequent histories have attempted to fill in 

the details of American appeasement policy, but, perhaps, the most usefbl study for the 

present thesis is David Schmitzfs The United States and Fascist Italv. 1920-1940.'~ 
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In many ways, Schmitts work represents the evolution of the same argument 

presented earlier by Melvyn LeffIereru LefIIer, like Lloyd Gardner, argues that the United 

States pursued a variant of "dollar diplomacyw in European a f l b .  That is, it was hoped that 

peace and s t a b ' i  would result &om policies that addressed the underlying economic 

concerns. Schmim aqyes that American poliqmakers believed Icsliaa foreign and domestic 

policy could be influenced by investment dollars. Fearing that Mure to bolster western 

Europe at the end of the First World War would lead to BoIshevik revolutions, the United 

States supported the rise of the Fascists in Italy as a viable alternative to Communism. In the 

process, Schmitz's study also takes issue with earlier works which argue that the State 

Department did not distinguish between Italian Fascism aad German NazismL4 Not only did 

American policymakers support Mussoh, but Schmitz argues that in the 1930's 

policyrnakers also believed Mussolini could be used to temper the more belligerent demands 

of Adolf Hitier in GermanyGamany In order to evaluate the Worn of American policy, it is, 

therefore, e q d y  important to try to place Italian foreign policy in some kind of context, aad 

in particular, to attempt to understand the role played by Benito Mussoliai in the 

policymaking process. 

Alan CasselsIS writes that the e d y  years of k i s t  nrle in Italy demonstrated the "dual 

nature'' of Italian frregn policy and Mkolini's inherent dilemma of trying to both overthrow 

and prexrve the Peace of Paris. Pmhaps it should not, therefore, be surprising to fmd that, 

in Cassels' opinion, Mussolini was willing to use conventional as well as unorthodox 

meaSuTes, making it difficult sometimes to see a coherent policy emerging &om Rome. Renzo 

De Felice, however, argues throughout his mdtivolume biography that Mussolini dek'berately 
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pursued many policies -.I6 Accordiag to De Feiice, Mussoliai's suspicions about 

Hitleis motives prevented the Italian leadm fhm completeiy trusting the leader in Berlin De 

Feiice also argues that as a resuIt ofthe vacillating attitude of the Western Powers towards 

Italy in the mid-19301s, Mussolhi was more inclined to follow a poky designed to keep all 

of Italy's options open lMacGregor Knox sharply, and directly, r a t e s  De FeIice's image of 

Mussohi as the work ofan Italian ap~logist.'~ While it is true that Mussohi was not nearly 

as bloodthirsty as his counterpart in Gamany, Knox does not believe this warnuts the 

conclusion that Mussoliui was as benign as De Felice would lead readers to believe. 

Ultimately, Kwx argues that Mussolini was more prone to fits of vanity than Hitier and that 

the Italian leader pursued a policy of expansion to satisfy personal, rather than national, 

ambitions. 

The relationships among Italy, Ausnia, and Germany, therefore, represent somewhat 

ofa puzzle for historians. On numerous occasions, Mussolini pledged Italy to the defense of 

Austria despite the tension that such promises would create in Berlin. Indeed, while it is 

possible to conclude that there was a "convergence of interests" between Germany and Italy 

in other aspects of their relationship, their diffkrences over Austria appeared to be 

monumental. Although evaluations of Italian military effdveness in the 1930's and 1940's 

have not been fi~ourable,~~ it is clear that Austrian politicians believed such guarantees were 

necesqr  for Austria's survival after 1933. Therefore, the thesis herein attempts to do two 

things. F i  the thesis is an attempt to redress the serious paucity of material on US. policy 

toward Austria in the intenwar years. Second, the thesis attempts to build on the growing 

body of literature about US-Italian relations during the interwar years and to establish the 
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extent to which Mussoiini's defeose of his Austrian neighbow influenced American 

policymakers. 

To be certain, there are other reasons that the Uaited States supported Mussolini's 

Fascists, but the importance of Austria's independence to the W e  and stability of Italian 

foreign policy cannot be understated. Thus, it is one of the peculiarities of inter-war 

diplomacy that American diplomats understood Italian strategic interests better than 

Mussolini. Indeed, American policymakers based their relationship with Italy on the 

assumption that Mussoiini understood and acknowledged the restraints imposed on him by 

the European balance- lfso, Italy could be used indirectly by the Americans to foil Hider's 

ambitiom in Europe. Toward this end, it is possible to detect two distinct phases in the 

United States' approach to Mussolini I .  the first phase, wbich lasted fkom 1933 until roughly 

the spring and summer of 1935, the United States hoped that emotional support and positive 

public statements about Mussolini would persuade the Italian leader to behave in a manner 

that would reflect American interests on the Continent. It must be stressed however, that 

Mussolini's policy bad little or nothing to do with Americaa investment dollars or desires. 

Nonetheless, State Department officials simply chose to believe they could influence the 

Italian leader. The second phase of American relations with MussoIini begins with the Italian 

invasion ofEthiopia in the fhll of 1935. Fearing that the conflict in Wca would undermine 

efforts to presme peace in Europe, the United States attempted to satis@ Italian claims 

through a policy of appeasement that lasted until the Allschluss in 1938. 

The assassination of Dr. Engelkt Dolhss in 1934, was the single-most important 

event of the 1930's yean that contributed to Mussolini's image as a diplomat concerned with 
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the maintenance oftbe European SWW quo. By responding quickly and decisively to Hitier's 

provocations in Austria, Mussolini seemed to just@ the W of American diplomats. Even 

when it appeared as though Mussolini's actions would bring heightened temsioas in Central 

Europe, American officials remained steadfast in their support of the Itelian leada and 

believed that London and Paris would soon realize what was truly importam and would join 

with Mussolini to remove Hider &om power. 

Iranically, just as Mussoiini appeared to Washington to be firmly cornmiffed to the 

d&ense of the Eumpean storus quo, the IUan leader hnmd his attention to his long-standing 

goal of colonial acquisition in Mca. Indeed, until the actual outbreak of hostiIities in 

October 1935, some American diplomatic personnel did not believe that Mussolini would 

sacrifice his position in Europe to establish a colony in Needless to say, both the 

President and the State Department were profoundly disturbed and upm by Italy's colonial 

war because of its potential impact on European stability. Although Roosevelt and CordeU 

Hull were prepared to take some action to demonstrate their displeasure with Mussolini, they 

also believed that European conoems took precedence over events in Africa and fiarned their 

response accordingly. Consequently, instead of abandoning Mussolini after the outbreak of 

the war in Ethiopia, the United States increasingly tumed to the appeasement of Italy. 

America's appewment policy rested on b e e  distinct, but interrelated, beliefs. First 

was the belief that European instability was due to the gradual dosing of European trade 

routes and the strangling of economic opportunityrmnity Certain State Department officials, like 

Secretary of State Cordell Hull, were convinced that only by addressing economic concerns 

and raising the financial standards of European countries would tensions be alleviated. A 
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second beiiefwas that Fascist governments were composed of moderates and extremists. In 

the eyes of most Amekan diplomats, Mussolini was a moderate pditician who could be 

reasoned with and who would not d e h i e l y  seek to destroy the stkztus quo. The State 

Department's experience in dealing with Mussolini through the mid-1920's was enough to 

convince policymaLers that the same assumptions could be made when dealing with Hitier's 

Germany. Accordingly, when confiontiag Wler after 1933, many assumed that like 

Mussolini, Hitler was a moderate politician with limited gods and ambitions- Finally7 State 

Department officials thought that the undaiying tensions betwen Hider and Mussolini over 

the future of Austrian independence would preclude the poss~iility of an alliance between 

Gmnany and Italy. 

Therefore, when Italy's invasion of Abyssinia resulted in the diplomatic isolation of 

Rome, Mussolini increasingly turned to H e r -  American observers thought that the Rome- 

Beriin Axis was m e d y  a temporary aIliance of convenience for the two "outlaw" states and 

that conflicting ambitions over Austria would prevent any serious rqprmhement from taking 

place. Unfortunately for Austrians, Washington could not save Mussolini fkom himself 

Ultimately, the Italian leader's attempts to "blackmail" the Western Powers would backfire 

and result in the succewfbl Anschhm in 1938. increasingly isolated from the Western Powers 

and overextended in Spain, Mussoliai could no longer fiord to oppose the union of Germany 

and Austria. Despite mounting evidence that Italy could no longer guarantee Austrian 

independence, American policymakers sti l l  hoped the Italian l d e r  would be able to prevent 

Hitla from absorbing his southem neighbow. When German soldiers marched into Austria 

on March 12, the State Department expressed shock and reg& but could do nothing to 
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reverse Hitler's fat uccompfii. In the end, the State Department's hdamentat assumptions 

about the European balance and Italian strategic interests were sound. Where pdicymakers 

erred - ifthis can even be considered a mistake - was in d g  that Mussolini would act 

to presewe Italian seK-interest. 



Chapter One 

Perhaps more than any other European state in the 1930'~~ Austria's fite became 

intrinsically linked to the maintenance of peace. Locked in the middle of Europe and shariag 

borders with six other countries, Austria remained at the centre of many European tensions 

throughout the intenwar period. Indeed, for Benito Mussolini and many of the statesmen in 

the 1920's and 19301s, the cornerstone to European peace and stability rested on the ability 

of the Great Powers to preserve and maintain Austrian independence against growing pan- 

German natiodsm. The task kced by European governments was not au easy one, for 

Austria emerged h m  the Fast World War a broken and destitute state with slim chances for 

survival Removed h m  its traditional markets and sources of rsw materials by newly-created 

states, Austrians considered their country to be nothing more than a foreign-imposed creation 

that had to be tolerated for the time being. For most Austrians the question asked was when, 

and not Anschfuss (union) with Germany would take place. 

Neverthefess, the 1920's and 1930's brought a concerted effort by the European 

powers to promote Austrian independence in name as well as spirit, and in no other country 

was this effort taken more seriously than in Italy. Indeed, Italy had a vested interest in 

maintaining Austria as an independent state. To fail in this mission meant that Italian 

aspirations to establish a foreign empire and to become a Great Power would wither on the 
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vine. Therefore, Italy helped to arrange League of Nations loans to support the fledgling 

Austrian economy and, in later years, Mussoliai would issue military guarantees designed to 

protect Austria h m  foreign invasiox~ The rise of AdoIfHitler and the National Socialists in 

1933 merely meant that the desire of Mussofini and the Fascists to prevent the growth and 

development of pan-- aspirations in Central Europe took on a greater sense of 

WPcy-  

The United States was not alone in recognizing the underlying tensions between Italy 

and Germany and in attempting to exploit the situation to protea the European stonrs quo. 

Italy, under the direction of Benito Mussoliai, firmly committed itself to safeguarding 

Austrian independence at the risk of war with Germany. The dilemma for American 

policymakers was how to influence evests in Europe without appearing to domestic 

isohionists as becoming actively involved in foreign e. However, the problem presented 

by isolationist sentimeat simply made it diEcult, not impossible, for the United States to exert 

a measure of influence in world afhirs. Throughout the 1920's and early 19301s, American 

policymakers consistently sought out like-minded nations and hoped that a combination of 

nations, embodying the weight of moral suasion, would be enough to dampen the ardour of 

powers bent on destroying the sttata quo. Indeed, in the fke of growing Japanese aggression 

in the PaciGc during the early 1930's the United States consistently sought to remove itself 

h m  potential areas of conflict with the Japanese. Quite simply, America lacked the ability 

to project power into the region and could not, therefore, force the Imperial Japanese 

government to acquiesce to its demands. The inauguration of Franklin D. Roosevelt as 

President in 1933 marked a new begirming for American foreign policy, and the United States 
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began to employ a much more realpIitibbased approach to problems in the Far East 

Certain members of the Roosevelt * .  'on believed that recognition of the Soviet 

Union, and the d q u e n t  ooopaati011 between the two nations that would inevitably result, 

could temper Japan's iinperiaUstic ambitions.' Perhaps ifa W a r  situation presented itself 

in Europe, and i f  the United States could find a suitable partner, the same policy could be 

pursued toward Germany- For a variety of reasons, Italy was identified by members of the 

State Department and the Roosevelt administration as the country that was best suited to 

confront Wds growing strength. 

Therefore, it is mt nearly as important to ask what the United States could have done 

to affect the European balance of power as it is to ask what Americans believed could be 

done to preserve peace. In the short tam, this would mean that the United States would 

flame its European policy on the assumption that Italy would act to presene the sfatus quo 

and would block Wer's attempts at Altschlus in cent& Europe. Therefore, the Italian 

Government under the direction of Benito Mussolini seemed the perfect foil to Hitier's 

belligermce- Ahhough no insuctions passed &om Washingon to Rome on the best way to 

handle Hitler with regard to the "Austrian situation", it is clear that the United States 

consistently approved of Italian policy and hoped that Mussolini would act as a mitigating 

force on the German leader Increasingly suspicious of Wef s motives, American diplomats 

placed Mussolini's actions within the mod hmework of the United Statesf inter-war policy 

and hoped that concerted action by the Great Powers, and Italy in particular, would spell the 

ultimate demise of the Nazi re@mefs ambiions in Central Europe. 

Certainlyy there was much to suggest in America's relations with fascist Italy that such 
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an approach to €om@ policy was viable. M e w  L a e r  and David F. Schmitz have 

convincingly argued that throughout the 1920's and early 1930'~~ American policymakers 

assumed that the dindion of Fm& and llalian policy, respectiveIy, could be "controUedU by 

virtue of "dollar dipIomacyn? According to this policy, there could not be lasting 

international peace if individual countries within the system did not enjoy domestic financial 

security. Thus, as long as a majority of countries had a stake in preserving the prevailing 

international system, stability would be the expected result. In the Italian case, this attitude 

was reinforced by prevailing perceptions of Fascism and State Department perceptions of 

what M u s s o ~ s  fascists were trying to accomplish. Schmitz presents a compelling case to 

argue that prominent members of the Roosevelt administration, including Sunmer Welles, J. 

Pierrepoat Moflkt, Norman Davis, W m  Phillips, Adolf A Berie, W h  Bullitt and 

Breckinridge Long, distinguished between the ideology of Fascism and its ultimate 

embodiment in Mussolini Indeed, in the affefmath of the First World War, the prime concern 

in the State Department was to amst the spread of Bolshevism throughout Europe. It was 

believed in the Italian case that the Fascist movement would encourage nascent Italian 

nationalism and bolster i n t d  resistance to the spread of Communism." 

Indeed, to understand tbe nature of the relatiomhip betweea Italy and Austria during 

the inter-war years and why the United States placed its trust in Mussolini, it is necessary to 

briefiy examine how the end of the F i i  World War affected the states of Central Europe and 

to outline the genesis of the Fascist regime of Benito Mussolini. In retrospect, it is possible 

to see the influences that would shape Mussafi's approach to foreign policy and the 

governing of Italy in the ashes of the F i i  World War. Philip Morgan points out that Italy's 
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gradual road to dC8SjOn thugbu t  the niaetkmh century ensured that participation in the 

Fii World Warwauld serve as the fmt c d l d e  experience for millions of Italians- 

Moreover, Italian politicians, like their counterparts in other European capitals, believed it 

was possiile to engage in a"short war" with limited objectives. As a result, Italy entered the 

Ti World War a divided and unprepared nation. 

The divisive nature of Italian domestic politics meant that the conflict actually 

accentuated class and political divisions in the body politic, heightening the social crisis that 

boded beneath the surfhce. Losses by Italian troops were b b e d  not on poor fighting units 

but rather on the inab'llity of the country as a whole to mite behind the war effort. In tum, 

these losses d t e d  in the implementation of greater controls and restrictions by the 

g0varnaent4 When the Cabinet lost coddence m their Commander-in-Chiee Luigi Cadoma, 

they did nothing to replace him, in part because they were overawed by Cadoma's hMEi%le 

image but also because they could not think of a suitable suc~essor.~ By early 1918, the 

Govermwnt realized that in order to maintain public support for the war effort, changes 

would have to be d e  in the way that the war was presented to citizens. "The h'berty of 

tomonow is the discipline of today," said the founder of the army's propaganda and 

information units, reflecting the promise that the post-war world held for Italian citizend 

The promise for the immediate postwar years, however, remained largely udblfiUed 

and Italian society teetered on the brink of revolution. It would be this combination of 

nationalist and revolutionary forces that would form the core of Italy's post-war political 

culture. Indeed, in the early 1920k, Mussolini was brought to power riding the back of 

nationalist dissatisfsction and a desire to right the wrongs of the "mutilated victory" of the 
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First World War. Italy, it was argued, "lost" the peace because of i n t d  weaknesses and 

Machiavellian allies that combined to force Italian diplomats to adopt a more timid policy at 

the negotiating table in Paris. Others were much more blunt in their assessment of the Paris 

peace settlement. T h e  rulers of Italy wese not up to their ta&" writes Giorgio Pbi in his 

unabashedly biased pre-1940's biography of Mussoliai. 

They f'ailecl to exploit the Italian victory in the international codkrences for 
peace and were beaten at Versaill-, almost as though they represented a 
vancpished nation instead ofthe first of the Allied nations to bve achieved 
victory. Wilson's bogus idealism, Lloyd George's cunning, Clemenceau's 
 compromising intolerance fonned a bloc against Orlando and Sonnino, and 
aroused among the Italians who were expecting the rewards of their great 
sacrifices, a s e m e  of deep delusion.' 

This is, perhaps, one of the greatest consequences of the First World War for the 

Italian body pohic, because disl?hlsionment with the peace settlement mobilized entire sectors 

of Italian society that had previously been excluded from politics. By and large, this group 

consisted of the mass of Italy's armed forces from the First World War who, after being 

mobilized to fight, did not want to retum home and remain excluded f?om political power. 

It was as ifthe cream of Italian society had ken i d d e d  by virtue of its participation in, and 

survival oc the war and was now staking a c b  to political power through the Fascist 

revolution. Fascism was the political response of this emerging class who wanted to 

transform Italian society from a relative position of strength. Therefore, Fascism as a 

movement, argues Renzo De Felice, must be seen as "the idealization, the desire of an 

emerging middle class ... who, having become an important social force, attempted to 

participate and to acquire political powerw8 

It is precisely Fascism's attempt to mobiie the mass of Italians and to create a new 
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kind of individual, argues De Felice, that makes Iealian Fascism a revoiufron, and which, in 

tum, distinguishes MussoIini fiom his National S o d k t  cocoustaparts in Gamany- For the 

Nazis, the ultimate goai was to restore traditional values, not to create new ones Indeed, in 

the German case, it might be said that the German man of the future already existed, all 

National Socialism would have to do is * h i e n  him from the shackles of modernism. 

However, in the Italian case, the objective was to aeate an individual who had never existed 

in the pest; to "cf+te something that constitutes a new phase in the history ofcivilizationM9 

Liberalism, argued M U S S O ~  diffused the power ofthe state and gave rise to irrelevant 

parliamentary debate and encouraged class disputes by reducing the state to the status of a 

mere tax odkaor designed to serve the interests of a particular segment of society. What 

Fascism required fiom the individual was the willingness to subordinate individual, or class, 

goals in order to advance those of the state. This was a direct response to the desire of 

Italians to remake their society at the end of the Fi World War and lent a nationalist slant 

to Fascist ideology. It was the state, and the state alone, argued the Fascists, that had the 

power and vision to remake Italian society. 

Despite the nationahst fbrces that Mussolini appealed to, Italian foreign policy showed 

little signiscant change during the early phases of the Fasdst period as the Italian leader 

attempted to ingratiate himselfwith Britain and France, the very authors of the "mutilated 

that Italian nationalists railed against. Nevertheless, as Andrew C a d s  points out, 

Mussolini's initial approach to fbreign afbirs can best be described as "a policy of conciliation 

tinged with only verbal threats and of traditional cooperation" and would indicate that the 

Italian leader was, with a few notable Werences, prepared to follow the policies laid out by 
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London and Paris? For Mbssolini, this was a policy dictated by sheer necessity- The nation 

as a whole would have to be reformed Wore any significant change could be made to the 

content of its foreign policy. The real or perceived injustices done to Italy by her erstwhile 

allies would not be forgotten, but tbis did not mean that Italy should &eIy attempt to 

undemine the prevailing order. hstead, Fascist fin@ policy would attempt to reach a state 

of psychologkal parity with the other Great Powas. That is to say, Mus~olini would attempt 

to create a situation where the other powers would regard Italy as an equal partner in the 

international balancece The second objective was to begin the gradual revision of treaties from 

the Fist World War that were negotiated with the Great Powers fiom a position of relative 

weaknessu Much like the Great Power diplomats of the aimteenth century, Mussolini was 

concerned not only with the actual balance of power but also with the perceived balance. 

From this point of view, had Italy not actually achieved Great Power status, it would be 

enough if other countries regarded it as one for the time being- 

Indeed, Mussolini's rise to office coincided with the resolution of the war reparations 

question, and he quickly sought to capitalize on this oppomtllity to stake an Italian claim to 

Great Power status. It was becoming clear that the London schedule of payments was simply 

not working. Indeed, by 1921 it was decided that a one year moratorium should be placed 

on all German currency payments. However, by 1922, the Gemvln economy was in decline 

along with German willingness to make debt payments. The question that faced the Great 

Powers seemed simple. Either they could substantially relax Germany's tenns of payment or 

they could vigorously enforce the London schedule of payments. For the British, the issue 

was quite straightfoward. A prosperous German economy was necesq  for Europe to 
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recover. If Europe was prosperous, this in turn meant that the British economy would 

benefit. Therdore, the British were more inclined to be flexible on the issue of the 

repayments schedule. The French, on the other hand, saw the issue of reparations as more 

ofa politid aud strategic weapon A substantial bill for reparations would keep Germany's 

military expansion in chexk and would, therefore, emsure French security. 

Before the March on Rome and MussoLini's rise to power, the Fascists were more 

inched to adopt a rigid position on the issue of war reparations. Such a poticy was relatively 

easy to advance given the prevailing anti-German sentiment and was easier for the public to 

understand when compared against British calls for economic internationalism Once in 

power, though, either Mussolini's economic advisers convinced him that a hanh policy would 

be firtile or the Italian leader saw the political advantages that could be won by moving 

toward the British position because Mussalini soon adopted the middle ground between the 

British and French positions. While then is considede doubt about the ultimate success 

ofMusso~'s reparations policy, the fk t  remains that the Italian leader presented himself as 

an individual able to arbiie between the Great Powemu The overtiding concern of Italian 

foreign policy during the early 1920's was to change perceptions of the other Great Powers 

and not necessarily to win an absolute diplomatic victory. 

The wisdom of Mussolini's policy can be seen by the effect that perception held on 

American policymakers in the State Department. According to State Department analysts, 

Mussolini represented the "moderatew forces in Italian politics who consistently sought to 

undermine the influence of the "radicals" on Italian policy. In order to keep Mussolini in 

power, the State Department therefore believed it had to maintain the stability of the Italian 
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economy. As a result, American investmem in Italy inacaPed sharply duriug the 1920's rising 

&om next to nothing in 1925 to M60 million in 1930.'' By 1930, it appeared to the State 

Deparrment as though the saagth of American capital had consolidated Mussolini's hold on 

power and American -policymaLen believed they could-influence the direction of Italy's 

internal and adaaal policy by virtue of their investment dollars. Indeed, Schmia concludes 

that as long as the United States could afford to throw money to Mussohi, the perception 

in the State Department was that the Italian leader would advance policies that reflected the 

wishes of the United States.'' 

However, to say that Mussolini's foreign policy remained conciliatory toward the 

Western Powers would be patently fjrlse. Indeed, Mussolini's rise to power was made 

possible by the conservatives who believed that they would be able to act as intermediaries 

between the King and Mussolinilini Not surprisingty, it would take Mussolini some time to 

place his fingerprhns on the foreign ministry and find an ~ffkctive way to deal with the long- 

standing civil servants who seemed merely to tolerate the f b i s t  regime. "I've inherited a 

leaky d and a bunch of amazingly unbusinesslike civil senants," Mussolini told his wife, 

"especially among the higher ranks."16 In July 1923, Mussoh began a series of more daring 

dipIomatic idhtim, all of which were designed semd notice that Italian foreign policy had 

entered a new phase- Conbntati011~ with the Great Powers and the League of Nations over 

the Greek island of Cofi in August 1923 and the odnm of Fiume one month later indicated 

that Italy's imperial ambitions had not b a n  sacridiced in order to placate the world 

community. Gradually, the mon consemhe dements in the foreign office found themselves 

without influence over the Fascia Government and resigned in hstration. Thus, by 1926, 
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Cassels concludes that the Italian fore@ rainirny reflected the influence and ambitions of the 

Fascist Govaamnt. Not only would Italy follow a "mixed" approach to foreign policy that 

combined traditional aud radical methods, but MussoIini had already dawnstrated the 

expansionist character of Fascist foreign policy." 

Mussolini's eady diplomacy can therefore be seen as a combination of nationalist and 

revisionist programs- Admittedly, the two programs were so intertwined as to be almost the 

same, but making a distinction is helpful in understanding the nature of Italian foreign policy. 

As a nationalist, Mussolini was attempting to enhance Italfs international prestige, sometimes 

within the international system by co&onal wrms and at other times by going outside the 

acceptabIe boundaries. As a revisionist, Mwsoiini's was determined to alter the settlement 

*om the F'm World War in ways to mdmke Italy's position in the Europe. Toward this 

end, the Italian leader did not always pursue coherent policies, nor is a pattern readily 

discernable when analyzing Fascism's early attempts at dipIomacy- What is clear, however, 

is that Mussolini's conception of the diplomatic world seems to have been arrested sometime 

around the end ofthe nineteenth centwytwy At that time, by unstated agreement, European 

leaders refirsed to allow denial entanglements to translate themselves into a general 

European war. Whatever conflicts occufed in colonial territories remained in the colonies. 

M o m ,  peace on the c o t h e t  was ensured by granting the majority of the Great Powers 

a stake in preserving the system, Not every country would receive exactly what it wanted, 

but all realized that upsating the system could cost them much more thaa they could hope 

to recover at a later date. 

Mussolini's goal, however, was not to raise tbe levels of satisfjlaion of other European 
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leaders. Instead, the Italian leader played on French fi?ars of a resufgat Gamany to draw 

attention away fiom his own revisionist plans. Indeed, one of Mussolini's objectives in the 

early-to-mid-1920's was to encourage German nationalism Not only was Germany a 

revisionist power like Italy, but Mussolini hoped that by sustaining tensions between the 

French and Itdy d d  be free to pursue a more adventurous policy in the Adriatic. 

As long as the French feered a German resurgence along the Rhine, any government in Paris 

would be forced to react cautiously to Italian actions. Furthermore, by attempting to channel 

German nationdim toward the West and the Rhine in particular, Mussolini hoped to defuse 

German nationalist cslls fbr h d d u s  with Austria and to diva international attention away 

fiom My's conduct in the Alto Adige. 

In some very significant ways, the question of Austro-German AmchIucss and Italy's 

policy toward the Alto Adige are fimdamentally linked. Both issues took root in the 

aftermath of the First World War and both pitted Mussolini's policies against the claims and 

aspirations of German nationalists. The Alto Adige, known as the South Tyrol to Germans, 

was part of the Austro-Hungark empin given to Italy at the end of the First World War and 

brought 1.5 million new citize11~ and 250,000 square kilometres to Italy.18 Distinct ftom its 

symbolic value for Italian expamion, the Alto Adige brought with it the advantages of an 

easily defendable fiontier that could also save as a strategic launching point for a forward 

looking policy in Europe. 

Thae were, however, some prob1ems with which the Italian Government would have 

to cope before the Alto Adige would be able to serve their strat Jc needs. Undoubtedly, 

Mussolini's most acute problem was the large German majority Living in the region that 
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staunchly resisted attempts to make them Italian Therefore, the Alto Adige, which held the 

vital Brrrma Pass, was fjlr h m  being My's most secure hntier because it became the focus 

for Gaman nationrrlism Howeva, ,as long as Austria continued to exist as a b s e r  between 

Italy ad Gameny the threat to Italy would remain a potential, rather than an actual, danger. 

The weakened condition of the regime in Vienna ensured that Austrian protests about the 

treatment of its former citizens would ranain relativeiy muted. Indeed, Italy controlled the 

purse strings that held the Austrian Republic together and Mussolini was not above reminding 

Vienna of this fk t  when he the Austri8ns were behaving ungraciously toward their Italian 

benefactors. 

Austria's position m hemational affain &a the F i i  World War exerted significant 

influence on the stability of the European order. Indeed, at the end ofthe First World War, 

the Treaty of St. Germain carved the third largest power in Europe, the Hapsburg Empire, 

into no less than seven successor states. For Austria, a countxy that had served as the centre 

for a vast economic and military network between the Empire's many different ethnic 

communities, the psychological impact of the post-war d e m e n t  was devastating. In one 

fell swoop, Austria was reduced from a major diplomatic player to a second-rate country 

seemingly unable to provide for itseE Indeed, the ability to sustain a viable economy in 

Austria would prove to be the most vexing issue to co&ont successive governments in 

Vienna and the world's diplomats in the interwar years. No foreign power would consider 

aiding the Austrian Republic d e s s  the i n t d  situation stabilized. Unfortunately, without 

the influx of foreign investment capital to sustain economic growth, internal stability proved 

eiusive. 
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The problems confkonted by any govanmmt in Vienna wae sumemus. F i  Austria 

was physically stparated h m  its traditional markets and raw materials by newly-created 

govanmnts and internationel borders. Poliqmakers and business leaders alike believed thaf 

given its new geographic position, Austria's chances for economic slavival were slim 

Second, Austria bad no access to the sea and fbund itseifmounded by six other countries, 

making the n d  for effedive military def'ense both a necessity and a conmdnrm- If 

government monies were spent developing the economy, Austria would face a multitude of 

external security threats. If; however, the government chose to develop Austria's defeases, 

the result would be greater ecommic dislocation. Finally, while Germany a d  Hungary were 

able to retain their national identities, Austria found itself struggling to find itself in a new 

world, 

For years, the Hapsburgs had attempted to curtail the growth and development of 

nationalist thought in their empire. Now, the very nation that had served as the bastion of 

conservatism and reactionism for nearly a century was forced to embrace the principles of 

nationalism that had once threatened its SUNival. Future Austrian Chancellor Engelbert 

Dollfuss remerlced at the time tbat "in the great con6usion of the collapse of the Monarchy one 

k e d  pole remains firm - that we are no longer 'Austrians' but 'German-Austrians', with the 

accent on 'Gemad."" The critical question that frustrated Austrian nationalists through the 

1920's and 1930's was to define the distinguishing characteristics of an Aman. E v a  upon 

cursory -on, the problem seem readily apparent. Ifan Austrian could be defined by 

his German characteristics, why could only 6 million of the 10 million German-speaking 

members of the fonner Austro-Hmgivian Empire be found within Austria's frontiers? 
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Furthermdre, ifan Austrien was defined by his German characteristics9 what distinguished an 

Austrian &om a German? 

Doffiss' comment underscores the hdamentd problem that contionted Austrian 

nationalists in the post-war world, the attempt to define the lhnits of the "German" in 

"Germ~~ll-Austrianu. If one could no longer be Hapsburg yellow-black, did this mean one 

automatidy became Gaman black-red-gold? hdeed, many Austrians did not seem to 

embrace the notion that theirs was an independent coUIftrY. To some, "Austria" was nothing 

more than a fbregn construct, designed to be a tempomy structure until a union with another 

larger mulltry could be arranged, Indeed, two unoflEcial plebiscites in the & m t h  of the 

F i i  W d  War aptly demonstrated that many m a n s  favoured an AmchIw of one kind 

or another? something forbidden by the terms of the Treaty of St. Germain From this point 

of view, Kindermann condudes that the Treaty of St. Gennain had the paradoxical &kt of 

strengthening Austrian independence on the surfaoe, but also creating a significant internal 

body of opposition and resentment toward the foreign powers who had placed limits on 

Austria's W o r n  of action? 

Cleariy, there were many troubling, but nonetheless basic, questions for the fledgling 

new Republic to face in the years ahead- The beliefthat ~ h f ~ s s  was not only desirable but 

inevitable pasisted into the 1930's and became a pamcea, of sorts, for disenchanted Austrians 

who believed that all of Austria's economic problems wouM be solved once union with 

Gamany took place. As a dina result, Martin Kitchen argues that economic considerations 

were dealt with in a whearted manner. Successive governments adopted deflationary 

polices, intensifyiag the unemployment situation and doing little else to restructure the 
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economy. Wild stock speculation beaune the most common economic activity of the republic 

and along with cumncy spahion, drained the Republic of much needed investment capital. 

Indeed, alhugh the lands of the E b p s h g  reaim had been dissolved, the Austrian Republic 

was obligated to pay the qtuatiom of the former empire with the exception of those 

presented to him gag^ The rrsult was that Austria became increasingIy reliant on League of 

Nations loans to d v e  and, thnefore, became indebted to members of the international 

commulzity, and Italy in particular, who arranged those loans? While Austria needed the 

help of other nations to survive, the potential benefit of international aid had to outweigh the 

inevitable public bitterness that would occur. Indeed, as was mentioned earlier, many 

Austrians were r e s e a  that the Treaty of St. Germain had placed so many constraints on 

Aumia's diplomacy vk%vis Gmnaq constraints which now appeared to be designed to do 

little more than keep Austria in a position of international subservience. 

Dr. Engelbert Dofiss was thrust into this chaotic environment when he became 

Chancellor in 1933. There were three ways in which Doffiss could combat Nazi 

encroachments on Austrian sovereignty and it was clear that all three approaches would have 

to be investigated concurrently if Austria were to Jurvive. The first was to encourage the 

development of a patriotidnationalist spirit in Austria that would not wax and wane in 

response to current events. By building a d i d  political base at home, it was hoped that 

external attempts to undermine the government could be crushed before they really began. 

A second approach would be to find some fom of diplomatic and political accommodation 

with GermanyGesmany By removing a hostile Gemany &om the mix, it was hoped that an economic 

recovery would result with the influx of foreign capital. Finally, Dollfuss realized that Austria 
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would also have to seek a foreign protector in the event that the second option never 

materialized-" 

Internally, Dofiss was waging an increasingly pitched battle to maintain Austrian 

independence and thl Chancellor would be forced to choose between accepting Italian 

assistance in fesisting the German onslaught or co-opting the Social Democrats. The 

problem, however, was that the two major political p h e s  in Austria, the Christian Socialist 

Party and the Sodal DemOCrSlfic Party, saw themselves as being engaged in a life-and-death 

class struggle against one another- As Kindemarm points out, this meant that there was an 

"absence oftwo vital anas of consensus between the two major political partiesw. Not only 

was there no supra-party commitment to Mering the interest of the state, there was no 

beliefthat pluralist democracy superseded party interests. Rather, democracy was seen as a 

temporacy vehicle imposed on Austria that could serve seKke11tred interests. The result was 

an increasing poiarization between the two parties that p&nted the formation of a "common 

h a t "  to fbce policy issues, a problem that would have t d e  consequences for Austrian 

independence after the rise of Adolf Hitler in 1933. The Austro-Maodsts "continued to insist 

upon a policy of A w h I t l s  with Germany" in stark contrast to the Doll.€bss Governmentk 

desire to mahtah and nurture a distinctly Austrian identity. Granted, the Social Democrats 

did issue the proviso that Anschlvrr would have to come "&er Hitler", but the faa remains 

that the two major political parties held widely divergent, and irreconcilable, views on the 

important question of Aushian independence at the critical time of Hitlefs attempt to subvert 

Austria f?om withina 

In the meantime, relations between the United States and Italy continued to progress 
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along an amicable course. The eady phases ofthe Roosevelt administration witnessed a great 

deal of accord between Mussolini and the President, with each expressing great addfation 

for the other. "I am much interested and deeply impressed by what he ~ussolinil has 

accomplished," wrote Roosevdt to the American Ambassador in Italy, Breckinridge Long, 

"and by evidenced honest papose of restoring IEay and seeking to prevent general European 

trouble."24 Meanwhile, during his first meeting with Ambassador Long, Mussolini told the 

American that "I will &perate [with the United States], I want to cooperate. You can count 

upon me."" 

No 0th series of meats would idheax the President as much as Mussoliai's efforts 

at maintaining European stabi i .  For exampley during attempts to broker peace in Europe 

during the world disarmament mdernece at Geneva in 1933, it was clear that the United 

States was placing special emphasis on the ab'llity of Benito Mussolini to bring the Gennans 

on side. Rwsevelt believed that the main stumbling block to any agreement would be the 

animosity betweea Gamany and France. Perhaps, $Davis, the Awrican Consul in Geneva, 

could arrange a meeting between Hitla, Daladier. MaCDonald, and Mussolini, progress could 

be made toward the "only answer* availahIe, wntroUed disarmament and international 

supervision" From the President's point of view, caIling upon Mussolini to help advance the 

cause of world peace was a low-risk mature. As FDR wrote to Ambassador Long in Rome, 

"there seems no question by that m l i m ' ]  is Rally herested and deeply impressed by what 

we are doing and I am much interested and deeply impressed by what he has accomplished 

and by his evidenced honest purpose of r e s t o ~ g  Italy and seeking to prevent general 

European trouble.llZ Even when the conference was on the verge of collapse and it became 
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apparent that the Italians were going to take a more realist approach to their Kcurity 

concerns, the tone in Wsshington was ofone of geaeraf approval "Italy has adopted a policy 

to build her European reiations upon the basis of the Four Power Pact," wrote Breckinridge 

Long, "to pursue ha plan to mabut a skztiin, of pcefu2 rehornhip between herself 

ond the other three grem European pa wet^^"^ 

In essence, the Four Power Pact of 1933 was designed to suppiement both the League 

of Nations Covenant and the Kellogg-Briand Pact by providing a mechanism for the four 

major powers of Europe (Britain, France, Italy, and n d y )  to meet and resolve some of 

the outstanding issues betwMl them" Mussolini went to great lengths to assure the United 

States that this was not "intended as a common eont against any nation and was merely an 

effort to ensure peace along the lines of similar eBorts which had been successll in calming 

disturbed conditions in Europe previously." While it was intimated by the Italians that 

American participation in the Pact in any capacity would be welcome, Davis replied that the 

United States would be willing to "sit downw with the signatories "to discuss how f3tr the 

result of the Four Power Agreement might be expected to bring about more rapid and more 

far reaching steps to disarmament. 

Although the Four Power Pact was not ratified by the govements of al l  the 

signatories, what remains significant about the Pact was that it solidil5ed ItaIy's position as an 

important consideration in the European balance for members of the RooseveIt 

. - admmst&on, Eke Norman Davis and Breckinridge Long. Furthermore, the Pact suggested 

that an interested Italian goverment could exert significant influence in m a h h h g  the sfatus 

quo on the continent. W1th the disarmament conference in shambles and serious questions 
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abounding about the outcome of the London Economic Coderencey Italy's Undersecretary 

fbr Foreign A f E q  Fuhrio Suvich, made it ckar that %ere would be no real sense of security 

m Europen unless the governments ofthe major powers became interested in presaVing the 

peace- Certainly, this is how the pact was viewed in Washington, where it won fkvourable 

mention from the President in a statement that "welcome[d] mry &ort toward replacing 

conflicting national aims by intefll~~tional cooperation for the greater advantage of all."3L 

Every diplomatic indicator pointed to the fact that the Italians were the only reliable 

force to be reckoned with on the continent, and a quick duation of the European balance 

supports the wisdom of an American policy that focused on Italy. France had been placed in 

a difficult position by virtue of h a  long-standing suspicion and hatred of Germany, and any 

alliance with France would have to be balanced against the antagonism that would cause in 

Germany- Meed, the French -or to Berlin told W h  E. Dodd, that "I would not 

be surprised [at] any time to be shot on the streets of Balin Because of this my wife remains 

in Paris. The Gamaas hate us so and their leadership is so ~ r a z y . " ~  Meanwhiley the British, 

were more inclimd to nmain distanced from continental affbirs altogether, preferring to lend 

the weight of their diplomatic support when it could be used decisively. The Russians, while 

strong and powerful in the East, were still largely excluded fiom international relations in the 

mid- 193 O'S? 

Compounding the problems f h d  by American diplomats in formulating a coherent 

strategy to deal with Empean problems was the lack of an official intelligence gathering and 

assessment agency. As ifthe battle with domestic isolationists and dealing with a fragmented 

and volatile European balance were not enough, the United States found itself relying on 
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informal methods of intelIigence gathering to piece together bits of information from across 

Europe. It is equally clear, however, that even ifthe Americans had operated an official 

intelligence agency in Europe during the 1930's there were very tangible limits to the kind of 

information such an agency could have W h e d  to the State Departmat. Indeed, in 

Germany7 the Nazis were using the Enigma code machine to send all their military t d E c  

which remained unreadable by codebreakers until 1940. Meanwhiley the German foreign 

ministry was using one-the pads (pads which contain a code to be used only once by 

encrypter and dm-pberer) and a nde known as Horadora to disguise their t r ~ o m .  The 

British would evcahrally succeed in reconstructing the basic Floradora code during the 1930's 

but would only be suwdid in decrypting messages in 1942. In any case7 idonnation sent 

by the German Foreign Office contained littie of importance since the bulk of important 

decisions regarding the direction of German foreign policy lay with Hitler himself? 

To assume, however, h t  there was not any intelligence being gathered in Europe 

simply because there was not an officid gathering agency synthesizing and interpreting 

infodon would be pat- We. Significantly, the bulk ofreliable intelfigence information 

reaching the United States and circulating amongst the diplomatic corps about European 

affairs was done informally between embassies and would reach the White House via 

Roosevelt's personal contacts in the foreign Service. Furthermore, when one post gleaned 

information that was usefid to another, it was generally sent to other ambassadors through 

the diplomatic pouch and distributed to the appropriate personnel within the embassy. 

Although Rooseveft would occasionally send personal representatives on inteiligeace 

gathering missions, for the most part the President received letters containing intelligence 
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information directly from foreign ambassadors? 

One of the results of tbis rudimentary intelIigence-sharing system was that it relied 

more on the individual relations between svnbassadors and was subjezt to the peculiarities of 

their mpz tk  d e s .  Therefore7 in order for the State Department to accurately assess 

iafbcmafion about the future of Austrian independence, it would be necessary for diplomatic 

personnel in fbw locations, Vi- Rome, Balin, and Washingon, to exchange information 

qyickly and &ciently. It is ckar, however, that such an inEiDrmal system would be logistically 

impossible to implement. For example, Ambassador Brecki~dge Long in Rome seemed to 

be less preoccupied with security than did Ambassador Wiuiam E. Dodd in Berlin. Indeed, 

Dodd recounts in his diary a memorable phone conversation that took place earlier in the day 

with Ambassador Breckinridge Long fiom Rome. Apparently, Long was eager to know the 

state ofaffairs in Germany and was pressing Dodd for the public's reaction to a recent speech 

by Vice Chancellor Franz von Papen that criticized Adolf Hitler- "I was surprised at his 

indiscretion," writes Dodd, "but talked as f k l y  as the eavesdropping of the German Secret 

Police would allow." Mer assuring Long that all was quiet in Berlin and delicately trying to 

sidestep Long's questioas about who approved of von PWs speech and who did not, Dodd 

hung up the phone "a little annoyed and uneasy." "No wires in Europe, England excepted, 

are ever fke of eavesdroppers when such talk is indulged in," writes Dodd. "I hope no ill 

results of this may come."" 

Although Dodd does not indicate whether any "ill results" did occur as a result of 

Long's questioning, it is dear that the American Ambassador to Berlin was aware of German 

espionage activities directed against the embassy and that the state of American counter- 
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intelligence operations was comparatively low. Indeed, given the position that Dodd 

occupied in Berlin as one of the most active, and vocaI, foreign critics of Hider's regime7 the 

ambassador's concern about the searrity arrangements for the embassy seem to be well- 

founded. Effively removed fiom siBnificant contact with their host govments - the 

American would serve as Ambasador to Berlin until 1937 but had his final private interview 

with Hitler m A@ 1934 - both the American ambassador to Austria, George S. Messersmith, 

and Dodd believed that their primary responsibility was to continue to warn Washington 

about the growing that posed by the Nazi regime. According to Robert Dallek, German 

"scholars of distinction" were relieved to find that they wdd voice their complaints aml 

concerns about Wer's regime to the American ambassador. Moreover, Dodd arranged for 

prominent political opponents, Wre Dr. Carl Goadeler, the former mayor of Leiprig who 

would later bemme a leader of the civilian resistance during the war, and Dr. Hugo Eckner, 

an authority on Zeppelins, to meet with members of the Roosevelt administration 37 

Therefore, it is possibIe to make a few important obsewations about American 

intelligence gathering and assessment leading up to the Doffiss assassination Not only was 

the American embassy in Gamany an important potential target for Geman police forces, 

but also the inab*ty to implement effective counter-intelligence measures resulted in Dodd's 

attempts to h i t  the amount of intelligence W c  flowing into the Berlin embassy fiom 

external sources, and other diplomatic posts in particular. Ifintefligence sources were going 

to be compromised simply by sending relevant information to BerIin, it is dear that Dodd 

preferred not to have that iaforrnation in his possession at all. 

Furthermore, intelligence is only usefbl if incoming information can be placed in its 
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proper context, correctly evaluated, and seat to the right place in time. One incident aptly 

illustrates this particular dilemma for American diplomatic personnel. The American 

Ambassador to Germany, William E. Dodd, noted in his diary entry for July 26, 1934 that 

"after repeated bombiigs in Austria by Naris, a boat loaded with explosives was seized on 

Lake Constance by the Swiss police.' While the seiPm of such a cache of material sent fiom 

German armcrments &ones dirrctty to Ausaia appeared ominous, Dodd recalled that he did 

not indude this informarion in his report to Washington because "events of the kind had been 

so commonn." Thus, wide American dipIomts knew that the Nazis were sending explosives 

and other lllilitary @pment to Austria, they could not have brown that the asasshation of 

Chancellor DoMbss was imminent, 

Nevertheless, it is clear that throughout the 19301s, State Department officials 

understood the strategic considerations that shaped Italian foreign policy in Europe. Italy, 

meanwhile, both wanted and needed to maintain Austria's independence as a Cornerstone of 

its European policy, but Austria could not be made so strong as to m, longer require Italian 

guarantees- Underlying this concern was the danger that an Austro-German Anschluss would 

take place and would place Gamany right at Austria's frontiers. While this was precisely the 

arrangement desired and argued for by many in Austria throughout the 1920's as the means 

to arrest Austria's financial decline, the Americans knew such a policy was viewed with 

increasing trepidation by Mussolini's Government. To encourage German nationalism in 

Austria would cause grave security concerns for the theItalian state at what was the most acute 

and sensitive of its Eontiers to the influence of German nationalism, the Brenner Pass. 

Therefore, because ofthe precarious nature of Austrian independence, Washington believed 
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that Mussoiini would be forced by sheer necessity and common sense to adopt a policy that 

would rdnforce the European sronc~ quo. 

Determined to crush the Austrian Nazis and to gain international economic support 

for his regime, Dollfbss turned to the other countries of Europe for help. There were, 

however, many problems eacountered by the Doffiss regime in mounting international 

support against Nazi-sponsored terrorism and the possible subjugation of Austrian 

independence to another power. While most foreign governments were prepared to issue 

silent assurances about the need to maintain Austrian independence state, few apart fiom 

Italy, were willing to forward any tangrile support for the Dollfuss regime once it was 

challenged by the Nazis after 1933. The Western powers understood al l  too well what Italy 

had at stake in Central Europe and chose instead to watch as Mussolini and Hitler 

manoeuvred closer and closer to a direct co&ontation 



Chapter Two 

The future of Austrian independence could not have been more bleak thaa it was in 

mid-1933. The rise of Adolf Witlets National Socialists in G e m m y  meant that the 

Government of Chancellor Endebert Doffiss now had to fhce a substantial external threat 

to his regime in addition to considerable d o d c  problems. Not only would the Austrian 

economy have to recover suflticiently in order to make a democratic reghe viable, but the 

internal political struggle between Austria's two largest political parties, the Christian 

Socialists and the Social Democtats, would have to be set aside to meet the growing 

challenge posed by the Austrian National Socialist party- Uncertain of his internal political 

position, Dollfuss would turn to the other countries of Europe to support Austrian 

independence. Even the United States, more or less insulated from the vicissitudes of 

European affkks? found itself the object of Austrian entreaties. Requests from Vierma for 

financial or moral support from Washington were met with polite, but firm, rejection. 

The rehionship between Italy, Austria and Germany in the 1930's is a complex web 

that involves the power perceptions and ambitions of much of continental Europe, and the 

role of the United States within this network during the early 1930's is sometimes difficult to 

establish or is altogether nonexistent. Isolationist sentiment in the United States made it 

difficult for policymakers to advance a policy that could be interpreted as playing an active 
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part in European affairs. Despite the "hands-off approach taken by the State Department, 

American rrprsmtatives m Eumpe continued to do their best to encourage a more proactive 

European poticy with Italy as its amrepiese. 

EfRddy removed fiam the day-to-day events in Europe in deed, and sometimes in 

thought, the State Department advocated a cautious poticy that was predicated on stability 

in Central Europe. Stabilhy in Central Europe meant that an Austro-German Atts~hitcss could 

not be tolerated. Thefefbre, on July 25, 1934, when Austrian Nazis attempted to overthrow 

the Austrian Government and murdered the Chancellor, Dr. Engiebert Dollfirss, American 

diplomats took notice of Benito Mussolini's spirited d e f i  of bis Austrian aeighbour. 

Although it was possible to conclude that the llalian leader's actions were inspired by less than 

altruistic motives - the s t a b i i  of Mussolini's Govemnmt and the future ofltaliau foreign 

policy depended on Italy's ability to mamtam 
* *  Austrian independence - policymakers in the 

United States and Europe chose to see the Italian intervention in a more positive light. Not 

only did Mussolhd's actions preserve the European stans quo but they offaed the United 

States an &edive way to h d h d y  influence European a f f h  without bringing the wrath of 

the isolationists down on the Roosevelt administration 

In early 1933, the American Minister George Earle III, wrote to Pierrepont Moffit 

of the Western European Division "I believe the following absolutely," he said, "first, that 

the peace ofEurope depends on Austria's independence. Second, that Austria's independence 

depends entirely on an improvemeat in economic conditions here."' In this regard, Earle had 

i d d e d  the important destinations for Austrian exports as Italy, Frame and England in an 

earlier dispatch and expressed the determination to attempt to increase Austria's trade with 
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the United States. "Words of sympathy are all right," wncluded Earle, "but only 

improvement in trade is going to save Austriaw2 

Earlefs comments about the necessity of improving economic conditions in Europe 

echoed those of Semtary of State Cordcn HdL EW believed that economic instabiity begot 

political instability and that the only way to secure world peace would be to improve the 

economic conditions of the world's countries? Some State Department officials, however, 

believed improvement of economic wnditions in Austria merely presented a temporary 

solution to a more complex problem Undasecntary of State Phillips, for one, concluded 

that the ultimate fhte of Austrian independence wohd have to be decided by more stringent 

measures. Indeed, the rise of AdoIfHitler in Gamany in 1933 brought with it many concems 

for European and American statesmen- Not only was W e r  an unknown political and 

diplomatic commodity, but the new German leader was the head of a government founded 

on equal parts of militsrism and German nationalism. "German-Austria," wrote Adolf Hitler 

must return to the great Gemurn mother country, and not because of any 
economic considerations NO, and again no: even if such a union were 
unimportant from an economic point of view; yes, even if it were harmful, it 
must nevertheless take place. One blood demands one Reich. Never will the 
German aation possess the moral right to engage in colonial politics until, at 
least, it embraces its own sons within a single state! 

The German foreign ministryy howwer, urged the new leader to be cautious in proceeding 

with AIlSChhrss plsns In the considered opinion of the foreign ministry, there were too many 

intangble fbctors preventing an Austro-Gem union. "It is not conceivable that in the 

Future any Austrian Government opposed to tht National Socialist movement would be 
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prepared for AmchIus~~ Any such government," concluded Mmisten'aldrektot Gerhard 

Kepke, would rather "be forced to seek support fiom those elements inside and outside 

Aushia which are hostile to At~schhrss." Furthermore, K6pke warned that Gamany should 

not expect Italy and Framx to allow their mutual mistrust to keep them divided should the 

poss'b'ity of an Austro-Gemlan union b m e  a tangiiite reality. Not only did the 

Minisen'a&ektor predict that the governments in Rome and Paris would oppose such a 

policy, but also that it would not take Mussolini and his French counterpart long to realize 

that "the srmggle against the National Socialist movement in Austria will require other means 

than the financial and economic baits and threats customary hitherto." Kopke clearly 

suggested tbat ifthe Nazis intended to proceed with plans to annex their Austrian neighbours, 

a military solution to the problem might have to be employed by Hitler.' Wth a wary eye on 

G e s  ambiions, Italy was more then wiIling to furnish troops for the Austrian cause and, 

with encouragement fiom the British, promptly entered negotiations with the Austrian 

Government to secure some kind of arrangement! 

Indeed, shortly after Doffiss' ascension to power, Prince Ernst Riidiger von 

S- the leader of the Ausaian Heweela, the ~ p a r a m i l i c a r y  "Home Guard" in Austria 

dedicated to fighting Conmnraitg visited Mussolini and told the Italian leader that Austria had 

entered "a decisive phase". Starhemberg stated that the next few months would determine 

whether Austria could Sutvive as an independent state or whether the Government would 

succurnb to the German onslIlrl@ Mussolini rolled his eyes and flatly denied that A m c h I ~  

would happen. "The Prussians on the Brrrma would mean war," Mussolini told his Austrian 

visitor. "But let the war come rather than that Austria should become part of Greater 
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Germany-'" Catain members of the Itabu %reign office believed that Italy had no alternative 

but to support the Doffiss regime or risk "losingH the country altogether- Paolo Cortese 

wrote that the political situation in Austria was grim Hitler was on the o f fdve ,  the 

socialists were on the defemive a d  the Government, with tbe support of the Heimweitr, was 

attempting to hunch a counter-offinsbe. In the opinion ofthe Italian analyst, the National 

Sodalists had made great progess towards m AnachliLEF with Austria due in large part to the 

propaganda &orts of the Nazis. Furthermore, the Italian noted that the popularity of the 

Austrian National-Sodalist party was on the rise. Children too young to have lived under the 

dual monarchy were embracing Nazism and Germanism and the middle-classes, especially 

those that lived in cities, considered the National-Socialists as the only group that could 

alleviate their economic suffering. Co&onted with these realities, Cortese suggested that 

Italy must engage in a three-pronged attempt to maintain the viability of an independent 

Autxian state. Not only would Italians h a .  to support the Doffiss regime and sustain the 

HeWeWs efforts to reclaim its forma standing, but Cortese emphatically stated that Italy 

must arrange for a complete and sincere understanding between Chancellor Dobss and 

Prince Starhemberg and to "not lose one day in canying out any of the preceding points."' 

According to Prince Starhrmbag, Mbssoni made anangements to furnish annaments 

and equipment to the Hehvehr and the hrce assured Starhemberg that the Italians would 

"let it be known in Berlin that Austria is to be left alone."9 However, Mussolini would not 

underwrite Austrian searrity without obtaining some concessions fiom Doffiss. The 

Austrian leader would have to launch a series of internal "refoms" designed to make Austria 
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the mirmr image of Itaiy- The Austrian Parliament was dissolved and the Schutzhnd, the 

pammikqt wing of the Social Democratic Party, was outlawed. Somewhat concerned by 

the q u i d p  quo nature of Italiaa guarantees, some of the western powers expressed concem 

to Dollfuss that he was relying too heady upon Italian guarantees to protect Austrian 

independence- However, the Austrian chancellor somewhat b i i y  replied that at least Italy 

could be relied upon to fiunish tangiie support for his regime? 

B reckinridge Long, the newly-appointed American Ambassador to Italy wrote to 

Roosevelt that the collaboration between Doh and Mussolini would mean greater 

independence for the Austrian state as the Ambassadoh cornme!nts to R o o d t  rwed. 

"~ssoLini] has used the idea of Fascism to wean Austria &om German domination and to 

inculcate the competent authorities of that government with the thought that the Fascist 

doctrine of Italy is p r e f d e  to that system now dominant in Germany and which might be 

characterized as the product of an aring disciple of Fesci~m-"'~ The wisdom of Mussolini's 

policy is evident in Loags comment, for not only was the Italian leader trying to support the 

Austcian Government, but he was also trying to demonstrate the differences between Italian 

and German firscism, a disrinction that would become increasingly blurred in the years ahead. 

Italy's relatively minor diplomatic victories of the past decade and increased 

international stature contributed to the perception of Mussolini either as a statesman of 

importance, or, at the very least, as a diplomat whose interests the Great Powers should 

attempt to sabisfy in order to make their actions moe paatable to the rest of Europe. Indeed, 

Italy's self-imposed status as a "have-not" power allowed Mussolini to alter the post-war 

settlement in Italy's favour. But, this is precisely where the traditional and more 
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unconventional policies advanced by Mussolini in the field of foreign policy became 

imeasingty pmbidc. While other statesmen understood that Mussolini had expansionist 

goals, they also lmw that Italian seKinterest in Europe dictated that the staacs quo must be 

preserved- The question that remained was whether or not the Italian Ieader ~11demtood and 

would acknowIedge these realities as well. Granted, whik all of Europe had a stake in 

preserving the peace on the continent, reuipIitik dictated that Italy alone had a vested 

interest in preserving Auspian iudependence, particularly ifthe Alto Adige was to be used as 

a starting point for Italian expansion rather than a tenuously held outpost against pan-German 

encroachments, 

The Italian Undef~ec~etary for Foreign m, Fulvio Suvich, understood Italy's 

strategic position vkbvis (iermany and argued strongly against any Italian policy that might 

encourage German qgmion against Aunria However, Suvich was not an intimate advisor 

to Mussolini, and the Undersecretary was often ignored by the Duce. In later years, Suvich 

would Vier& complain that Mussolini hardly gave serious thought to the defense of Austria 

and that the Italian leader treated Dollfuss Iike a 'vassaIn despite the f~ that Swich believed 

Mussolini had respect and sympathy for the Austrian leader. Nevenhdess, where the 

Austrian was inclined to be cautious, Mussobi demanded boldness, and Suvich concluded 

that Doffiss' task was made much more difEadt because of Mussolini's impatience. Not only 

did the Austrian leader have to contend with an utlstabIe i n t e d  political situation but he had 

to balance MussoWs requests for action against what wuld realistically be a~cornplished.~~ 

By the end of 1933, the situation in Austria had not stabilized significantly. An 

assassination attempt on DolUhss' life in October Wed but left the Chancellor with a wound 
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to his a m  and served as a tangible reminder of his precarious situation Nevertheless3 aid 

fiom the Americans and other European powers was not forthcoming. This was due in no 

small part to assessments of German htemtions by observers in foreign comes. John 

Cudahy, the American Ambassador to PoIand, reported to Roosevelt after a conference of 

all the major states of west and central Europe that most European observers believed that 

Hitler had no intentions of beginning a war. In offQiPg his assessment of the situation, 

Cudahy reviewed the internal situation in Germany- While he acknowledged that "allegiance 

to Hitler borders on fanaticism", the ambassador concluded that the marching Brownshirts 

in the streets were "merely an expression of the unique Geman gregarious instinct, 

accountable on the same grounds that our Elks, Eagles, Woodmen, etc., are accountable-" 

Although he failed to explain exaaly h the Brownshirts were accountable3 it is clear that 

Ambassador Cudahy found it impossible to conclude that Germaay was preparing for war. 

Nevertheless, Cudahy acknowledged that the assassination or removal of Dollfuss in Austria, 

while uasetding, was a dehite possiiility but not one that he viewed as potentially dmagbg 

to the European balance. Such an aggressive action by the Nazis, he argued, would merely 

"cl* the alignment against Germany by bringing Italy de5itely on the side of the nations 

opposed to M e r  relaxation ofthe Versailles Treaty-" Even if an AmchIuss were to take 

place, it was argued that the absorption of 6 raillion Austrians with no capital resources for 

war would weaken rather than strengthen Germany. It is interesting to note that months 

earlier, Brakinridge Long had advanced the saw argument, but added the caveat that if 

Germany continued to expand to the point where its population reached between 70 and 100 

million people, she would naturally become "a factor for trouble" by virtue of sheer 
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numbers* 

Meanwhile, the interests of Italy and Germany continued to come into conflict. In 

early December, Suvich visited GamaDy and engaged in a series of meetings with high- 

ranking members ofboth the Nazi Party and the Gennan fore@ ministry to discuss, among 

other matters, the situation in Austria Hitler attempted to convince Suvich that he had no 

immediate ambitions to a ~ e x  Austria Quite the opposite was true, argued Hitler, stating 

that it was up to both Itafy ad Germany to serve as protectors to their embattled neighbour. 

Gemmy and Italy, mmmrhd the the Foreign Minister von Neurath in a memorandum, 

must come to an understanding "if only for the reason that neither Gennany nor Italy could, 

for instance, want Austria to form a bridge between the Poles, Czechs, and Yugoslavs. "I4 

At the conclusion of Suvich's visit to Gamasy, individual members of the Gaman 

foreign mh&y engaged in a spirited debate about the "true" nature of Italian foreign policy. 

In the considered opinion of Theo Habicht, the leader of the National Socialist Party in 

Austria, both Fulvio Swich and Mussolini wereWtotaUy misinformed about the real situation 

in Austria". m i c h t  believed that the fear in Rome was that the complete or partial seizure 

of power in Austria by the National Socialist Party would be tantamount to AmchZuss and 

that the Itdians believed they could prevent the union ftom taking place only by supporting 

the Dollfuss Government. The Gennan Ambassador to Italy, Ulrich von Hassell responded 

to Habichtk later by stating that the Italian understanding about the political realities 

mounding Amchhxs were not quite so simplistic. Italim, argued Hassell, understood that 

the union between Austria and Germany was inevitable but felt that this eventuality must be 

delayed for as long as possible.'' Interestingly enough, at no time in these messages did 
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German diplomats engage in a systematic discussion of why Italy should be opposed to an 

A t t s c b  or even ifthe world ammmity would oppose such a union Instead, it is assumed 

in the corrrsponde~l~e that Mussows objections to an union stem more fiom 

his misunderstanding a d  jealously ofNational Sodelism than fiom the threat posed to Italian 

interests by Nazi Germany. 

A more systematic terror campaign against the DOMISS regime was launched by the 

Nazis in early 1934, and was marked by coordinated and well-financed attacks on public 

targets, most notably against tourist fkdities and at a tiw when there was already great 

dissension within the Dollfuss government. "No less than 140 bomb incidents were admitted 

by the Gove~~lleat up to January 9th, and there has been perhaps an equal number since that 

date". l6 As the Americau mititary atfache to Vienna noted, while these acts amounted to 

We more than terrorism, they nevertheless managed to create a great deal of public tension 

and anxiety about the stabiity of the D o ~ s s  regime- This, in tum, meant that the Austrian 

Government would respond to terrorist activities with a show of force in order to 

demonstrate its ability to govern effectively- Indeed, the Dollfuss government reacted sharply 

to the attacks, and police forces began arresting Nazi leaders and sending them to "detention 

camps". "The customary action of the government now is," writes Shallenberger, "to 

arbitrarily seize several of the Nezi feedas in the locality and send them to the detention camp 

on the ground that they have undoubtedly encouraged those acts. Following this line, at least 

100 Nazi leaders have been s a t  to the detention camp since the fint of the year."" 

By the end of the month, one camp was full, and another was being opened by the 

G o v m e n t  to accommodate the arrested Nazis. Moreover, hefty fhes were levied against 
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the Austrian Nazi party for terrorist attacks by the Austrian Government, and the monies 

collected by the Government were then used to finance Heimwehr units to protect against 

fbrther attacks. Furthermore, Government employees were warned that any public servant 

who firiled to fWl his duty to "protect the authority of the state" would not only lose his job, 

but also would be unable to claim a pension or any other privilege that one would normally 

be able to claim On university camprses in the Tyrol region, the director for safety declared 

that two students were to be sent to a detention camp for each cracker bomb thrown on 

university premises.18 

In the aftermath of the new Nazi terror campaign in Janwuy, Italy was quick to 

demonstrate its support for the Dollfuss regime. The Italian Undersecretary of State, Swich, 

made an official visit to the Austrian capital and was given "the highest diplomatic and official 

character possible by the Austrian Government." "The impression prevails," reports 

Shallenberger, "that Mussolini pamitted this visit at this time to give such an impression to 

the Geman Government. It is well know that he attempted last fall to negotiate with Hitler 

for a settlement of the AustmGermaa conflict and having Med to obtain such a settlement 

he shows by thio move that his sympathies are with Austria in the controversy."" While the 

Italian leader was prepared to acknowledge that Austria was more likely to be found in the 

German sphere of influence, he was not w i h g  to stomach a wholesale Gaman invasion of 

the c o w .  

Meanwhie!, the situation bad grown so desperate that Austrian representatives were 

again actively seeking public declarations of support for the Dollfuss regime fkom the 

American government. "Such declarations," wrote Gilbert, were believed by the Austrian 
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Government to be "amply e c i e n t  against firrtha Gamsn attacks inasmuch as Gaman 

public opinion has been led to believe that world opinion was hostile to the Doffis 

govemmentWaD Indeed, by late Jmuary the Doffis Govmeflt was preparing to go before 

the League of Nations to protest Gamany's actions and to have its complaints heard by the 

world communityuaity When the Germans learned that Austria was contemplating placing a 

fonnal complaint before the League the official Gaman news agency angrily declared that 

"political dweiopents w i t h  a country tab not fail under the competence of Geneva", 

essentially arguing that Awhiuss was a matter of infernal German politics and was, 

therefore, not subject to international satiny? While the British and Italians tacitly 

supported the notion of involving the world community, &they made no secret of the fact that 

they would pre&r to see the matter solved by the interposition of the Great Powers between 

Austria and Germany. As a direct result, on February 17, the governments in Paris, London 

and Rome agreed to issue a joint statement that declared their interest in p r d g  the 

independence of Austria- 

The joint statement by the t h e  Cmrt Powers did a great deal to stabilize the internal 

situation in Austria, for DoUfuss used the opportunity to declare war on Austrials socialists. 

By the end of Feb~ary~ George Earle was receiving munaous requests fkom the Austrian 

press for an interview. In part to "help heal the wounds" created by the recent uprisings in 

Austria and to also encourage the Dolbss Government's relatively moderate policy, the 

American Minister consented, subjezt to the approval of the State Department. The proposed 

statement would have commended "the magnificent courage displayed by every Austrian 

engaged in the actual conflict" and the compassion demonstrated by Government forces in 



putting down the uprisings earlier that month Then, in a thinty-veiled warning to Hitler, 

Earle painted a grim picture of Europe's fbture if economic recovery was subverted in the 

name of militarism, 

If Europe is not able to accompany America back on the road to happiness 
and proapaaj let the burden a d  b b  fix tbis rest squarely upon that nation 
or nations who constaaly rattles the word in the Scabbard and by direct or 
implied threat keeps all Europe in uncertak@ and suspense of an offimsive 
war that will engulfthe Conrinent. 

The State Department, however, was less than enthusiastic with the efforts of the American 

Ambassador. In a reply dated the saw day as Earle's message, Secretary of State Hull stated 

that the proposed message should not be delivered as it "would be misunderstood (a) in 

E u r o ~  where it might be read as implying American aid against an aggressor, and @) in this 

countcy where it would be considered an intavention in European political aff8irs." Rather 

than entering a discussion on European matters, Hull suggested that Earle limit his discussion 

with the press "to an analysis of economic conditions in the United  state^."^ 

While Hu115 oommnts might imply that the United States was adopting an isolationist 

approach to European -, they can also be seen as those of a cautious politician and 

statesman Far fiom being uninterested in European affairs, Hull made it clear that the 

influence of the isolationist lobby on the American policymaking apparatus was quite strong. 

Regardless ofthe pressurrs placed on the State Department by other countries, the policy of 

the United States would be to wait for an unstable situation in Europe to play itself out. 

When that ocamed, America would resume n o d  relations with European In the 

meantime, it is clear that the Secretary of State and many in the State Department believed 

America had taken the necessary steps to safeguard her interests in Europe by virtue of her 
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relations with Italy. American observers concluded that the Italien leader was the deciding 

War in power relations in Europe. "It is daimed in the press" noted the American C-e 

D'Aflaires to Gamany, LC. White, "that the European constellation is admitted to be 

shifting, and a note of fear is in &dace Iest Gamany be left out of the Duce's 

Grad&y, the ofthe Austrian Government to put down terrorist attacks were 

bearing hit, and the strength of the DOMES regime was increasing- By March 12, 

Shallenberger wrote that "[the Doffiss Govment]  is firmly estabIish[ed] and well 

intrenched [sic] and no longer in fear of collapse fiom day to day," adding somewhat aaidly 

tbat this latter status "was never really true" and was the product of "foreign correspondents 

[sic]".26 About two weeks later, the American Ambassador to Italy agreed with 

Shallenberger's assessment of the situation "hespective of the opinion held in other 

countries ofthe so-called brutality of his methodsy" concludes Long, "it appears fkom Rome 

that [Dollfuss] is stronger in Austria than he was before, and that he can now fhce the Nazis 

in their single capacity without the complication of the extreme socialists and M e r  that he 

probably will have the support of a large element ofthe extreme socialists in his efforts to 

maintain an independent state in Austria'" 

However, each successive victory against the Nazis brought with it another public 

relations setback for the Austrian Govement. Doffiss was still being pictured as a harsh 

and reactionary leader with the blood of his victhns covering his fingers. Instead of seeing 

the Nazi terrorists that Long and Shallenberger claimed were being defeated, reporters only 

saw the government's war against the Socialists. "Street fighting during a night of tenor 

transformed this gay, good-natured and happy-gducky capital tonight into a city of darkness 
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and death," begau on Associated Press story? h another story, the Nov Yo* Times 

correspondent wrote of witnessing "an old man wheeliag a barrow [ m g ]  dead, a bullet in 

his head." Another man, f d g  for his life bailed a taxicab and got in, hoping to avoid the 

slaughter around him IWRhia a &w yards the taxi stopped suddenly and the man reeled out, 

holding his head. A bullet had grazed his fbce f?om left to right, hitting his eyes."" 

Shall- was ahmed by the teaor of  news reports fled by correspondents fkom 

particularty their tendency to focus on the sensational or particularly graphic aspects 

of stories. Atta the February attempt by the Dollfuss Government to strengthen its internal 

position, Shallepberger reported that "the wildest kind of exaggerations as to numbers killed 

and wounded wen indulged ia hdy" by comspondents. The at&chkrs reports make it clear 

that the American believed that the bulk of conespondents posted to Austria were actually 

Nazi sympathizers attempting to influence public opinion around the world and in America 

in particular. "The r e p e e  of lk New Yon& Trines,," writes SMenberger, "is a radical 

Socialist, the ~ssociated] P[ress] man an ardent Nazi sympathizer who sees the fYl ofthe 

government in evaythiag. the U[niteaJ P[ress] and Chiago &Zy News men are both radical 

lefts. Our representative of the Jewish Telegraph Agency was so wild that he was arrested 

and will be deported" Indeed, it must be noted that reports by American correspondents so 

angered the Austrian Foreign Oflice tbat an official protest was filed with the American 

chuge' in the middle of FebruaryM As a resuit, the military aftache' spent much of his time 

in official reports trying to correct what he beiieved to be the accesses of correspondents. 

Regardless ofthe explanation offered by S M m t  about the personal conviaions 

of individual reporters assigned to Viema, obsewers in foreign capitals concluded that the 
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Nazi program of aggression against Austria would be succcsJll sooner or later. "The 

feeling persists in Praguen writes J. Webb Benton, the American C ' g e  D'Rflmres cd 

interinr in Czechoslovakia, "that National Sodalism must sooner or later be succesJful in 

Austria It is pointed out that [since] the disbanding of the ~~ Social Democrat party- 

many of the members are joining the ranks of the National Socialists." Benton also opined 

that there was serious cause for concern about the loyalty ofthe Heimwehr who were "only 

waiting for the opportune moment to align themselves with [the Nazi] c a ~ s e ~ " ~ ~  

It was dear to the Americans that Mussotini held the key to Austrian independence. 

"Italy considers an independent Austria as  indispensable^" wrote Breckinridge Long, the 

American Ambassador to Italy- "not oniy to serve as a bu&r state between her and Gennany 

and prevent German impingement upon her actual northern frontiers, but as the sine qua non 

of peace in Central Europe." According to Long, the Ilalians were the chief sponsors of the 

Rome conference between the HUngarians, the Austrians and Italians that was designed to 

improve the political integrity of the first two states while increasing the generally economic 

prosperity of all. "The Italians feel that ifthey [Austria and Hungary] are happily occupied 

and are profitably engaged in their nsaaal occupations," summarizes Long, "there will be less 

inducement to them to yield their sovereign rights to another state with the hope that that 

other state might conduce to a greater happinss and prosperity". me American Ambassador 

concluded that "the only thing of which I am actually certain is that the efforts of Mussolini 

are to establish an independent Austria and to do his part to maintain it as an independent 

state."32 In the meantime, the State Department would adopt a "wait and see" approach to 

Austrian afEks, acknowledging on the one hand that an improvement in economic conditions 
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and -can investment dollan would greatly improve the internal stability of the Doffiss 

regime but arguing on the other that the United States could not afford to invest in the 

Austrian economy until DoJIfuss' internal stadng stab'ikd. 

Thus, Itsly's stehls as an important player in the European constellation hinged on her 

ability to mahtah AusPian iodcpendeace, a fhct understood all too well in Paris and London. 

The clash of interests between Mussoliai and Hitla on this point alone was assumed to be 

enough to prevent any alliance between the two states. In addition, terrorist activities in 

Ausbia varied in their intensity and &equency throughout the first half of 1934 and by early 

May amounted to little more than bothersome nuisances. It seemed as though the attacks 

were designed mwe to destabilize the Dollfilsc government and create public uncertainty than 

they were part of a genuine attempt to seize political power. Nevertheless, the Italian and 

German leaders agreed to a meeting in Venice on June 14 and IS, 1934 to resolve some of 

the outstanding problems between them, including the question of Auhm independence. 

Felix Fraukhrter summariEed the situation most accurately a fiw months eariier when he 

noted that "Austria is really the football b a n  the rivalries of Hitler and Mussolini. And 

that's where the matter now stands? 

On the h t  day of meethp, Hitler and Mussolini focused exclusively on the Austrian 

situation and talked fw two and a halfhwrs. Hitler was prepared to concede that an Austro- 

German A m c h I ~  was not politically fcBSie for the time being, but insisted that 

fundamental changes would have to be made to make the regime in Vienna more tolerable to 

the Third Reich This included the provision that a "personage of independent outlook" be 

placed at the head of the Austrian Government and that this newly imposed leader should then 
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hold an election to accurateiy determine the attitudes of the Austrian people. After this 

election, Hitler declared that "National Socialists would have to be taken into the 

Governmetdn and that "all economic questions in Austria" should be handled jointly between 

Gamany and Italy- In case Mussolini did not understand what Wer was trying to achieve, 

the German leader then "conveyed to Mussoliai his wish that ~ussolini]  should withdraw 

the protecting hand he had hitherto held over ~ustxia"~ Hitler could not have been more 

specific about his intentions. Not only did the Gaman want Italy to withdraw its support for 

the DoUfbss regime, but Hitler also wanted a government in Austria that would be 

sympathaic to National Socialism. 

At the conclusion of their meetings, MUssolini publicly stated that he and Htler had 

met "not to retrace or to mow the political map of Europe ... W e  have met to try to 

dissipate the clouds which obscure the horizon of the political life of E ~ r o p e . " ~ ~  Privately, the 

Duce referred to the meetings with the Gaman Chancellor as a "collision". I .  Mussolini's 

eyes, Wer was nothing more than a slightly insane buEn.  'He was a gramophone with 

just seven tunes," said the Italian leader- "Once he had finished playing them he started all 

over again"" To his wife, Mussolini expressed the belief that the meetings were a Mure. 

Hitler, said Mussoliui, "is a violent man with no seIfkontrol, and nothing positive came out 

of our talks."37 

American officials were encouraged by the apparent results ofthe conference. "As 

regards Austrk," reported Ambassador Long, "each seemed to recede a bit from their fonner 

positions and to concede the advisability of Austrian independence, Germany accepting that 

fkct and Italy the possible eveatuality of a N&i government in the coming elections scheduled 
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for CktoberoberUw Meanwide, Messerslaith reported fiom Vienna that, as fhr as the Austrians 

had been told by the French Ambasador, the thetakin, French and British Governments "would 

'oontinue to guarantee the dependence of -a'" and that this was "in harmony with what 

transpired at Stra"? The likelihood that an alliance between Gamany and Italy could be 

forged, added the Americaa Wster to Himguy, now seemed "improbablew* 

IndQpd. the tensions which prevented an erraagamnt between the two powers seemed 

monumental. Mussolini had a number of reasons to object to the German AmchIw of 

Austria, none of which had anything to do with an dtruistic concern for peace. Indeed, a 

Nazi invasion of Austria would place the Gamans on Italfs northern-most borders, removing 

the Austrian %dkr-zonen betwan Mussoliai and Hitla's Reich Furthermore, if Hitler were 

allowed to daim Austria's Gemam as members of the Reich, what would become of the large 

Gennan population residing in the Alto Adige? This was a contingency that Mussolini had 

hoped to avoid altogether by encouraging Gennan expaadon toward the West at France's 

expense. By promoting the animosities between the Gamans and the French, Mussolini 

believed that Italy wodd be able to mediate between the two powers and clear a path for 

fbrther expansion in the Mediterranean. However, as Hitler focused his attention on Austria, 

the threat posed by Germany to France diminished when compared to the danger ItaIy would 

find herself in with having the Third Reich as her northern neighbour. "We can march 

together with Germany along the Rhine," acknowledged Mussolini in 1933, "but not along 

the Danube. "'' 
Increasingly, the ambitions of Italy and Germany were coming into conflict over 

Austria, and it was clear that one power would have to give way. But in late June events in 
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Germany took an interesting turn as Hitler eliminated the bulk of his remaining domestic 

opposition and the only other source of powex in the Nazi state, the S-A, in what can only 

be described as an orgy of killiclg that would become known as the Night of the Long 

Knives? The Night ofthe Long Knives is important for a-ntunber of reasons. Not only did 

Hitlds attack agains& his internal opposition raise serious questions about the stability of  the 

Nazi regime, but the attack coincided with another wave ofterroristic activities in Austria, 

and many European leaders were shocked by the brutality and violence ofthe Nazi regime. 

The Italian undersecretary for foreign e s ,  Fulvio Swich, believed that when placed 

together, these two events wouid mean the ultimate demise of the Nazi movemeat in Austria 

and Garmmy. Swich told Ambasador Long that "the Nazis in Gamsny are in a very serious 

situation and that Gamany itself is in a vay precarious condition* Public opinion in Austria, 

said Suvicb, would place the Nazis in a politically untenabIe position, and the Italian believed 

that this meant Austrians would rally behind D o b  while public indignation in Germany 

itself against the Nazi program would spell the ultimate demise! of the Hitler "at a not fm 

distant date.*43 Meanwhile, while reading press accounts of events in Germany, Mussolini 

held the newspapas up for his wife and said "look at this. Wtk] makes me think of Attila 

the Hun. Those men he killed were his closest supporters, who raised him to power." 

Clearly, the Italian leader was upset by Hitlds actions, and his wife reports that after the 

Nigh of the Loag Knives MWsoIini was prepared to take any available pretext to force Hitler 

fkom poweru 

Given the state o f  domestic turmoil in Germany at the beginning of July, Austria 

appeared to be safe for the time being and many of the foreign diplomats posted to Vienna 
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raumd homeme On July 25, George M-th was one of two foreign emissarieso still at 

their posts when a-h attempt by the Austrian Nazis was launched against the Dollfuss 

Government Word of an attempted coup leaked to members of Doffiss' Cabiiet earlier that 

day as they were pqmhg fir a meeting and the bulk ofgovernment officials were not in the 

BufIhmrrpk when the Nazis stormed the building. The Nazis found the chance~or and a 

fw members of his Cabinet still in the building and Dollfirss was shot twice in the neck and 

throat and I& to bleed to death after being denied proper medical treatment- Meanwhile, an 

amouI1cement was made by the kugents tiom a captured radio station that DoMbss had 

resigned as chancellor and that a new government was being formed under the direction of 

the etStwfiile Austrian ambassador to Rome, Dr. Antan Rintelm The plot to overthrow the 

Government cpickly unravelled as the police and forces loyal to Dollfuss put down the 

rebellion by early evening. Although the insurgents had failed to gain control of the 

Government, they succeeded in murdering the one person they believed was preventing the 

Anschluss with Gamany fiom taking place, Dr. Engelbert Dollfuss." 

Thus, with the asashaion of Dollfuq the specs of German expansion into Austria 

became a reaIity, and the Ilalian leader wasted no time to take quick and decisive action, 

deploying I* soldiers into tbe Brenner Pass dong the Austro-Italian border before telling 

Dollfuss' widow of her husband's murderero* In telegramiag his sympathies to Prince 

'The other was Gemany's Kurt Reith who was implicated in the plot to overthrow 
the DoIlfuss govemnent. 

'Eaglekt Dollfuss aud his W y  were to have spent the weekend with Mussolini 
and the Austrian Chancellor's wife and children were already in Italy at the time of the 
assassination. 
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S m b m k g ,  M i s s l i  stated that Ausaian indepeDdence "has been defended in the past and 

will be dcfended by Italy in these aceptionalry difERljt times with even more 

detemhatiotPs Indeed the pmahg  public perception was that Mussolini single-handedly 

prevented German expansion into Ausaia "T&e fight of the Naris in Austria was lost," 

declared the magazine The Nabbn, ?he moment when Mussolini mobilized his troops for a 

posile Austrian invasio~~,"~~ "Wnh these two spontaneous and immediate actions," wrote 

the French Chcqi D'Aflies, "the Italian government fWlled both its responsibilities to the 

declaration on Austrian independence of February 17 and a mod obligation to Austria by 

reminding Gemany ofthe dangers of playing such a risky gameemu 

After the assassination ofDollfuss, Birginio Gayda wrote what Breckimidge Long 

would classi@ as "the strongest e o n  of Italy's Austrian policy to appear to date" in the 

editorial section of the GiomIe D'lralia. "It is useless to depend upon the usual diplomatic 

expedients more or less collective or on verbal or written protests," began Gayda 

In such international situations danger of serious conditions can be averted 
only by mating them directly with clearat atdtudes and resolute action We 
hope therefore that the united European fiont necessary for the de faw of 
Austria and the rend- barmless of tbe threats that beset her, as constituted 
in the agreement between Rome, London, and Paris in regard to Germany, 
will take concrete aspeas and not evaporate in transcendental 

Meanwfiie, the Americans watched the rmfolding situation with more than a measure 

of interest. George Messersmith fled four detailed reports from Vienna on the day of the 

assassination and went to see the slain Chancellor's body. After witnessing the final results 

of the Nazis attempted coup and the mobilization of Italian troops to prevent a perceived 

Gemw invasion, Messersmith composed his thoughts about ewents in Austria a week after 
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DoUfUss' murder- PladPg Italian soldiers in the Bnaner, wrote MesSeTs1Dith, "and Mussoljni's 

telegram to Starhemberg undoubtedly did more to have Hitler take energetic action to stop 

any invasion by the Austrian Legion than the ftar of a triple dkkrche." Grudgingly, 

Messaslnah &owledged Italy's importance in rnaintainiag the peace. "I hold no brief for 

Mussoh& but I am confident that had he not taken the decisive action which he did," noted 

the Ambassador, "the fht would have been in the fire." Nevertheless, Messersmith believed 

the death of Dollfuss created a great deal of political instab'ity ia Europe generally, and in 

Austria in particular- Given the current political climate in Austria, Messersmith conduded 

that any type of election would mid tbe death Lnen of independence until a new regime was 

in place in Germany- Her ,  he awssed, has wanted an election in Austria "because he knew 

that elections would give rise to srpression of h n d  political differences here, which would 

lead to such confusion that the Naris ... could seize the Government." Despite the 

expressions ofpopular support for the continuation of independence, Austria would remain 

"helpless without the support of England, France and Italy." Therefore, he concluded that 

"while we should abstain fkom inaference in this or in any European problem, we should 

b e  a gmptktic attitude tawurds cny efom made by these three powers to bring moral 

presnne to bear m Berlin." Messersmith believed that Hitlets regime was "on its last legs" 

and that "a concerted action now would ... have the result of unequivocal declarations being 

secured fiom Be* with re!gard to Austrian." 

What is significant about Messersmith's comments in both the official despatches he 

sent back to Wasbiagton as well as those included in his personal letters to W ~ a m  P W p s  

is that he Eiamed European events through the moral prism of inter-war American diplomacy. 
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Gaman culpability in the D o h  asashtion was beyond question and it seemed likely that 

the remaining powers of Europe would take decisive action to punish a wayward Germanyy 

and, perhaps, remove Hitler fiom power in the processOCeSS The ItaIians had mobilized troops 

along their borders with Austria and the French were seemingly on the verge of doing the 

same. Messaslaith understood that American policymakers could not actively support or 

encourage their European counterparts in any action wbich could lead to armed conflict 

between two or wxe powers, but he suggested that the United States simply stand back and 

indirectly Wtate the removal of Hitler by force or the pressure of  public opinion. 

AAer it had become clear that the coup attempt in Austria had failed, the Germans 

attempted to disavow the entire operation; Hitler went so tjlr as to ciaim that he had no 

interest in Austria, a claim Masersmith had a bard time believing. "I have no confidence 

whatever in HitIet's protestations that he is for the time being disinterested in Austria," wrote 

Messersmith 6om Vienna. 

I remember my conversations with Schmidt and other Ministers in Germany 
and know fiom what N e d  has said to the Ambassador that there are two 
questions which it is impossile to discuss with HitIer. I have heard Kepplery 
who is one of Hitler's r d y  most intimate and tmsted, and pexhaps most 
seasible, advisors, say that even he could not talk with Ifitler on the question 
of Austria and that of the Jews." 

A few weeks later, MessasIlith was emphasising the same theme, saying that "by being wise 

and fixm I think we can still save ourselves &om tbis catastrophe ... Ewe do that the system 

will crack and a prostrated Germany may learn humility and try to begin to live as a good 

neighbow. Any weakening on the part of Europe would, I believe, be fatal? 

Indeed, in the immediate afkermath of the assassination, it appeared as though 
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concerted action by the Great Powas of Europe was immimn German sources in the Italian 

fbreign oflice, h o w ,  were reporting that Italy had already decided on a diplomatic protest 

and that the movemeat of troops into the Brama was merely precautionarynary It still remained 

to be seen ifItaly could get Paris, London, and Washington to join them in taking concerted 

nnlitary action against GamanyGamanya On July 27, the British embassedor to Rome, John Murray, 

reqxxted that Suvich had appmched him and suggested that "England France and Italy might 

go beyond their Februaty declaration and deckre that interference with the independence of 

Austria would be regarded as a cams beIIiiw Wbile Swich achowledged that the British 

would probably be unable to support the Italian proposal became of public opinion, the Italian 

was confident that France would be more than willing to support such an initiative? The 

Benes Government informed Paris tbat while thy would not volunteer to join a multinational 

force, Czechoslovakia would supply troops if asked? The Yugoslav Government, however, 

was deeply suspicious of Italian military manoeuvres and was intimating that if the Italian 

army acted unilaterally and entered Austria, the Yugoslav army would be forced to invade 

Carinthhs Sensing tbat they were tapidly approach& a diplomatic stalemate and that public 

attempts at coalitio~~building by the Italians might undermine efforts by the Great Powers to 

preserve the European bahce, the British urged caution and attempted to rein in Mussohi. 

Paris soon joined London in attempts to restrain Italy, as Mussolini appeared to be 

preparing to launch a pre-emptive strike against the Germaas. On July 3 1, U Barthou, the 

French minister of foreign afErs  sent a circular to London, Vienaa, Prague, and Belgrade 

outlining France's officiai position. Given the fact that the rhetorical tone of Italian 

newspapers was increasing daily and the fact that it no longer appeared as though any Italian 
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becoming gravely concerned. "The Itafian embassy," noted Barthou, 

is without instructions anci, apparently, without houtormation as we L W e  
should not exclude the possi'bility that there win be an isolated incident and 
that the repemusions in Belgrade could be serious if Italian forces enter 
Carinthia 

In this situation, and withatit wanting to use Iaaguage with Rome that 
could be misuaderstood, it is the rrspoas'bility of the French government to 
ensure that no opportunity is missed to restrain the I t a h  government from 
taking any action, without consulting London and Paris, that might have 
consequences that go  much further than the Italians intended. 

The concern now, continued the French Minister, was to ensure that Mussolini could win a 

rainor prestige victory but also to make sure that the interests of all the European states with 

a stake in the presemation of Austrian independence were protected. Tbis could be best 

accomplished, argued Barthou, by acting under the auspices of the British-French-Italian 

declaration of February 17th regarding Austrian sovereignty- By invoking this agreement, 

Barthou hoped that London and Paris would gain a measure of control over future Italian 

actions? 

Clearly, in the fbllowing weeks a d  months nothing was more important to the Great 

Powers than to control Mussolini and his anrry. European governments were genuinely 

concerned that the Italian leader was going to act unilatedy against Germany, and attempts 

were made to engage the good offices of the United States to restore order. Messersmith 

reported to William Phillips that tentative feelers had been sent by the British to see if the 

United States would be willing to become more actively involved in the Austrian situation. 

"I said," reported Messersmith, "speaking entirely unofficially and expressing a purely 

personal opinion, that I was quite sure that our Government would always look with 
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sympathy on any edfiorts which England made together with Itaiy and France and other 

European countries to maiatain peace on this continent" The only hope for Europe, 

concluded Messasaith, "lies in the elhimtion of the present Gennan Government," and the 

American was cod- that the governments in London, Paris, and Rome understood what 

had to be  accomplished? 

However, while Messersmith and other d y s t s  wen  correct to see the Dollfuss 

assassination as a political setback to Wer's ambitions, what they could not have anticipated 

was the way events would uafdd to enable the F*er to simultaneously survive one of his 

worst political setbacks and to consolidate his hold over the German state- With the death 

of Chandor Paul voa Hindeabag in early August, Hitler was able to consolidate the offices 

of President and Chancellor- As Hans Bucbheirn points out, by designating himseIf"Falner 

and Reich Chancellorn, Hitler was appealing to an authority which transcended that of the 

d o n  state." Taken with the Night of the Long Knives that had succeeded in eliminating 

the bulk ofHitlefs domestic opposition, the subsequent co~lsolidation of political power made 

it extremely unlikely that Hitler would be removed via internal politics. 

Despite the best attempts of American diplomatic personnel to gather and assess 

intelligence information while maintaining official consular positions, they increasingly found 

that their piecemeal approach to intelligence gathering was subject to its own peculiar series 

of lhhtio11~. Mer the Night of the Long Knives, Ambassador Dodd noted that the number 

of diplomatic functions had rapidly dwindled because of the fw amongst German Foreign 

Service officers at being seen at a foreign embassy or even being in the company of a 

representative of a foreign government." By eliminating the frequency and occurrence of 
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idorma1 me!e@s between diplomats, the possi'bility of information about German intentions 

being leaked to a foreign power was radially reduced, effectively eliminating the one reliable 

intelligence source available to the Americans. Meamwhile, in the aftermath of the 

assassination, the same shntion p r d e d  in Austria but for vastly different reasons. The 

German ambassador to Austria implicated in the plot to Irill Dolhss, Kurt Reith, was r d e d  

and HitIer sent a new ambassador to Vienna, Franz von Papen, who immediately began work 

undermining the new Austrian Government. George Messefsmith's aversion to the Nazis 

meant that after initial "courtesyu visits with the new German Ambassador, the American 

refused all contact with Gennanfs representative to Vema, severing another intelligence 

source about Nazi Germany6' 

Nevertheless, other American representatives in Europe predicted that Hitler's day of 

reckoning over the Austrian affair was not too Eu in the future. "Von Papen will fd in his 

mission," predicted Raymond Geist in a letter to Pierrepont Moat, "if he does not succeed 

in freeing Austria from the domination of Italian influence." More importantly, Geist 

concluded that "if the international situation, particulariy the attitude of Italy, becomes 

threatening, a temporary lull wiU undoubtedly ensue in order to give the Germans more time 

to perfkt their armaments. Clearly, the Dollfirs assassination was nothing more than the 

opening salvo in the battle for controI of Austria, and the road ahead looked grim. "I can 

think of no country where the psychology is so abnormal as that which prevails here now," 

confided William E Dodd, the American Ambassador to Germany, to his diary in a moment 

of despair. 

My task here is to work for peace and better relations. I do not see how 
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dinaing hads ofthe co~mry. Neva ham I beard or read of three more unfit 
men in high place. Ought I to resignp 

Needless to say, Dodd did not resign his post, but it is clear that the Americas were 

somewhat fhstrated by the deteriorating shution. HitIer's attempted expansion into Austria 

had been stopped and Mussolini emerged as a p o w d  force on the continent. In the 

process, however, the Duce succeeded in raising some s a i w s  doubts about the stability of 

Italian foreign policy. At critical moments, officials in foreign posts were left without 

instructions and could not ease concerns about Italian intentions in Central Europe. Rather 

than presenting the image of a smooth and efficient machiney more than ewer Italian policy 

appeared to be the product of a mercurial and vindictive leader. In Ins enthusiasm to 

underiine the difkmces between M a n d  Hitler, Mussolini increasiagly appeared to pose 

the most serious threat to the European order. The Yugoslav government, for one, regarded 

Italy as a greater threat than the Germans and made its beliefs known to the French in no 

uncertain terms." In all M e s s ,  though, the actions of the Nazis in Austria amply 

demonstrated to Mussolini Hitler's duplicitous nature and reinforced the need to remind the 

other western allies ofthe bdamentd differences between Fascism and National Socialism, 

and the "civilizedt' nature of Fascism in particular. Perhaps more importantly, De Felice 

argues that the Duce began to pnpare Italians psychologically for the possildility of a Franco- 

Italian alliance in the near b e y  demonstrating that Mussolini was genuinely concerned 

about German expansion to the point where he was willing to entertain the possibility of an 

alliance with his longtime 
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It was clear that a genuine threat to European stability had emerged, however the 

question of what America could do to help Europe help itself remained unamwereci- 

American rep- in Vienna and Batin repeated cfabns that Hitleis regime was on the 

verge of collapse and emphatically stated that the dismantling of Hitler's regime was the first 

step to restoring order in Europe- The maia stumbling block to the inauguration of any overt 

Ammcan support tbr European awntries remaid the need for the Roosevelt administration 

to concentrate on domestic policy but it is dear that members of the Roosevelt Administration 

had a measure of sympathy for European efforts to contain Hitler. "I too am downhearted 

about Europe," wrote Roosevelt in a letter to Ambassador Dcxid, "but I watch for any ray of 

hope or opening to give me an opportunity to lend a helping hand. There is nothing in sight 

at present."" 

The Dollfk assassination clearly marked a change in international relations and the 

manner in which the Western powers hoped to maintain Austrian independence. While 

leaders in London and Paris publicly claimed that the question of Austrian independence was 

a matter of intenrational concern throughout 1933 and early 1934, it was assumed that Italy? 

and Italy alone, would be responsible for keeping the Germans out of Austria As the events 

of June and July 1934 aptly demonstrated, however, it was no longer viable for countries to 

limit themselves to rhetorical arguments to check aggressor states- F h  guarantees and a 

deterrent force were much more effective, md Mussolini heightened the stakes in his 

showdown with Hitla accordingly. "Nobody in present-day Europe deliberately seeks war, " 

@an Mussolini. "None the less, war is a possibility and may break out unexpectedly fiom 

one minute to the next ... It is, therefore, necessary to be prepared for war not tomorrow, but 
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today. "" 

AWough the United States could not offa any visible support to the Italians in their 

efforts against German expansion, it is clear that Roosevelt was anxious to prop up 

Mussolini's regime and to give the Italian leader whatever support they wuld. Economic 

conditions in Italy had been declining since the onset of the Depression, and it appeared as 

though matters were reaching the critical stage? The solution, therefore, was to remain firm 

and to support Mussolini's government In an attempt to ease the deteriorating situation, and 

also as a vote of confidence in the Mss6lini regime, the Assistant Secretary of State, Francis 

Sayre, notified the Italian government that the United States was "prepared to enter upon 

reciprocal tariff negotiations with Itdy within the near future."" 

In the final analysis, the Nazi plot to gain control of the Austrian Government was a 

botched attempt- By disregarding the needs and ambitions of Italy, Hitler himself ensured a 

strong Italian backlash against his attempted Putsch in 1934. Awrican representatives in 

Europe, however, did not believe that Hitler hed completely abandoned his ambitions to 

annex Austda, by either lllilitary or pead'id meens. Tkefbre, what remains significant about 

the Doffiss assassination from the point of view of the United States was the fact that it 

consolidated the view of American policymakers that MussoIini was a European states- 

who intended to paesave the - quo. While Mussolini may have been overly enthusiastic 

in bis attempts to launch a military response against Germany, it was difficult for Americans 

to conclude that the Italian leader was attempting to subvert the European balance. After all, 

no other European country had done as much to restrain Hitler as Italy had after the Doffiss 

assassination Although the United States was glad that German expansion had been halted, 
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they wen concemed about the relative indifference of London and Parisy but this was a 

situation that in American eyes bad qpead to remedy itself by early September." With the 

beginning oftrade negotiations in the fall of 1934 it is possible to conclude that the United 

States had cast its lot in fhvour of Mussohi and wanted to reidiorce his domestic politid 

position America had found a country in Europe that appeared to represent stability on the 

continent and, potentially, a political lewr to use against Hitler. 

The lessons leanled in the summer of 1934 would have remarkable longevity in the 

minds of American diplomatic p e c s o d  and the image of Mussolini as a stcrrsrs quo diplomat 

would not be cllsiEy fbrgottm The Dollfbss assassination therefore pafadoxically represents 

both the inauguration and the apex of American attempts to use Mussolini to foil Hitler's 

amb'iom in Central Europe. Clearly, the main assumption of policymakers both in America 

and Europe was that the differeaces between Mussolini and Hitler would preclude an alliance 

between the two Fascist states?' As Mussolini would make clear ia the months ahead, 

however, Italian cooperation in preserving the peace of the continent would come with a 

steep price. 



Chapter Three 

Pierrepont Mom wrote in early 1936 that the worst outcome of the Italo-Ethiopian 

war was a complae Italian victory. The second worst result, dortunately, was an Italian 

detkat because it would bring with it the possiiity of a communist-style revolution to Italy 

and would encourage Gennan aggression in Cental Europe. A month later, Moffit would 

write a letter to William Castle and would point out that "a strong Italy would seem to be 

essential in the eventual sohmbn of the fiu more serious German problem."l Italy's war in 

Ethiopia was not opposed by American policymakers because it threatened the subjugation 

of the African state to a foreign power. Rather, the war in Ethiopia was opposed because it 

was feared that a war in Afiica might, somehow, traasform itself into a general European 

conflict. The assumption of American policymakers was that instability spawned instabiity 

and that a conflagration in =ca could encourage Gamany to take more aggressive action 

in Europe. Thdore, as long as a war raged in Africa, the danger of it spreadiag to Europe 

was enough to convince the State Department and the President to make policy designed to 

bring about peace. After the tbreat fiom Abyssinia receded, the Spanish Civil War erupted 

and once again threatened to bring about a general European war. This time, however, the 

threat to European peace and stability came, not because of colonial ambition, but because 

of the underlying ideological tension between fascism and comWLism. 
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Significantly, it is important to note that while the Abyssinian war brought with it a 

change in American public opinion toward Mussolims regimey the invasion did not 

permsnaaly alter the -011s ofmany offidals m the State Department. Iadeed, the State 

Departmeat was a- of Italian military preparations for-the Abyssinian invasion dnce late 

1934 and remained informed about ongoing political developments in the early months of 

1935. Throughout the invasion and its sftamath, Mussolini was stin regarded in Washington 

as "moderaten politician c o d  with msmEBnmrg 
. . .  

the European balance- The Italian leader 

helped to reinfbrce this perception at the outbreak of the Spanish Ci War in 1936 when the 

State Depamnent concluded that Italy's actions were designed to amst the spread of Soviet 

influence in Western Europe. As David Schmia points out, Washington's views about the 

Spanish Civil War can best be understood as an attempt to maintain stabi iy  prevent the 

spread of CommunistlSoviet influence in Europe, and to prevent the outbreak of another 

European war? 

Coming off his personal diplometic success of the summer of 1934, Mussolini and the 

Italian army enjoyed the rqutation of being the ultimate arbiter in determining the balance 

of European power. Heady with his success, it is clear that Mussolini's approach to both 

internal Italian politics and foreign policy were changing in very substantial ways. the 

ascension of Kurt von Schuscbnigg to power in Austria after the murder of DOMISS, Italy 

began to reassess her Austrian policy. Distinct fbm DoUGss, Schuschnigg was more inclined 

to support a Habsburg restoration and had stronger pan-<'laman leanings than his 

predecessor. Moreover, Schuschnigg bdieved that he was in a stronger position than 

DOKISS had been with regard to the Nazis. Since the assasshation, the Austrian believed that 
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the "radical" element ofthe Austrian Nazis had been eiiminated, clearing the path to better 

relations between Austria aad Germany- In any case, Schuschnigg made it clear that the new 

Austrian Government did not want, nor did it intend, to rely on Italian military guarantees- 

" W e  are most grata for the Italiaa assistance as it was o f f d  to us," Schuschnigg told 

Mussolhi during their first wctiDg in 1934. But "the presence of Italian troops on our so&" 

warned the Austrian Chancellor, would make "the position of the Austrian government 

g tenable.^ After the meeting, Mussoiini told the Italian representative to the League of 

Nations, Pompeo Aloisi, that "it is no longer necessary to discuss the independence of 

Austria, she must fend for herseKN4 

In the meantimey Mussolini was building what Denis Mack Smith calls a cult of 

personality around the kfidliile image of the Duce. In his own eyes, Mussohi was the 

worldly-wise statesman and politician who guided Italy fiom the depths of despair and chaos 

to a position of relative supremacy in Europe. Subordinates were ordered to never publicly 

disagree with Mussolini with the result that junior government officials often refused to make 

even the moot basic of decisions, d e f d g  instead to the closely-knit cadre that surrounded 

Mussolini. InCreZISingly, political power was becoming concentrated in Mussolini's hands and 

favourable comparisons between the Duce and Napoleon wae  becoming commonplace as 

courtiers sought to nmy f'hvour with the Italian leader. Dissenting, or critical, voices about 

the direction ofItalian policy were being muted and replaced by those who would encourage 

the Duce's ambitions. As Smith concludes, "to a wider international audience [Mussolini] 

continued to insist that all his energies were directed towards keeping the peacey inwardly he 

was becoming fbcinated and almost obsessed with the prospect of leading his country in a 
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long-standing colonial ambitions6 were well known to American 

diplomatic personnel in Europe as illilitary affcrchis in both Rome and Addis Abba reported 

the build-up of Italian nrilitary fbrces weIl beyond the needs of Italian defenseense When William 

BuUitt reported to the Departmem on September 22,1934 "that agreement had been reached 

between France and Italy with regard to Abyssinia," it appeared as though the long-awaited 

moment of invasion was near-' But Mussolini would have to face two distinct, but 

interrelated, challenges before he would be able to seriously contemplate an invasion of 

~~ F i i  he would have to find an edktke way to silence the protests of the British and 

French Governments bdore they cwld be made. Second, despite his claim to Aloisi, the 

Italian leader realited he would have to neutdze the strategic threat posed to Italy by the 

potential German invasion of ~ustria' Quite simply, Italy had too much at stake in Austria 

to leave the matter entirely to Schuschnigg's Government. 

Indeed, rmcataimy about Hitler's intentions in central Europe loomed menacingly in 

Mussolini's mind and the dilemma faced by the Italian kada was acute. If he attempted to 

llfil his long-standing ambition to preside over the creation of an Italian Empire, he risked 

sacrificing the Great Power status in Europe that had taken years to cultivate. Thus, when 

Mussolini issued the secret order to prepare for the "destruction of the Abyssinian armed 

forces and the total conquest of Ethiopia" at the end of December 1934, it is not surprising 

to note that the Italian also declared that peace in Europe until at least 1937 was an 

"absolutely essestial prerequisiten. Italy's colonial operation assumed a sense of urgency 

when it was realized that German reannameat would soon force Italy to 'keep the bulk of its 
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army in Europe and that the Ethiopian army was becoming "Europeanised" with modem 

weaponry and trPining- As Pini's account declares, d t a q  action against the Ethiopians 

would hawe to be taken "ifpossbe with a guarantee of W o r n  of action as far as concerned 

the other European Powers." In this case, "Worn of actionw meant that Britain and France 

would paraate Italy's northem-most ftank against firrther German encroachments. 

In the weeks ahead, Mussolini would make it clear that ifhe could not obtain such a 

guarantee by negotiation, he was not above creating the appearance of such an agreement. 

Indeed, in early January, 1935, Mussolini met with the French Foreign Minister, Pierre Laval, 

ostenslily to establish a common fkont against Nazi Germany- At the end of the conference, 

the Italians began to circulate the story that Laval had also given Mussolini a secret verbal 

assurance that the invasion of Abyssinia would not be opposed, a charge the French would 

later emphatically deny.'' 

As pan of an &on to shore up Italy's European defenses against Germany before 

embarking on an invasion of Africa, Italy announced the creation of the "Stress Front1' in 

conjunction with the governments of Britain and France to consult each other in order to 

maimaia Austria's independence. Pria to the codbeace, Roosevelt considered the possibility 

ofjoining the British, French, and Italian governments in restraining Germany, but the results 

of the conference made it clear that tbis was not a realistic alternative. 

Despite claims by the It- &reign minister that the Stresa Conference "cleared up1' 

the international situation and had placed a defeasive ring around Germany, Ambassador 

Long was sceptical. "War is the only cure for the malady with which Europe is &ected," 

wrote Long to the President. Rather than clarifyiag Europe's desire for peace and securing 
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stability in central Europe, in Long's opinion, the Stresa codaeace actually brought European 

tensions into much greater relief "There are three a d  a half million men under arms here 

today," wrote Long. 

The national hatreds, jealousies, ambitions, and their racial, religious, and 
language dSmmes, with the superstructure now of trade barriers, have got 
Europe cut up to such an extent that there is no way k r  them to stay together- 
Once the psychoiogy ofthis moment has passed they will revert to the same 
situation as existed a fw months ago, and it will gradually work up again to 
another high pitch" 

Long's pessimism about the apparent resuits of the confirence were echoed by the 

Italian Ambassador to London, Dino Grandi. The Italian ambassador, however, had more 

reason to be concerned. As G r a d  saw it, the chief reason for bringing the leaders of the 

three Western Powers together was "to address the problem of creating a united fiont to 

control Germany1'. However, "controlliog" Hitler with Italy as a viable military force in 

Europe was one thing antrolling Hitter with Italy waging a war in Afiica was a completely 

different matter. But the matter of Italy's intentions in Afiica were steadfastly avoided by the 

Western Powers ad Mussolhi did not volunteer to share his plaas with the leaders fiom Paris 

and London In a lucid, and remarkably letter to Graadi affa the conference, Mussolini 

revealed that he had evaluated Austria's chances of maintaining her independence and 

concluded that the prospects were grim. "Austria," Mussolini told Grandi, "has neither a 

soldier nor a penny". Soon, the Duce predicted, the Nazi's swastika flag would be flying on 

the Bremer. While uafortunate, thk fact was inevitable, and if one could not ku om's 

enemies, then one should embrace them Although he might be vilified for embracing the 

hated Germans, Mussolini believed that this step was necessary for Italy's well-being. 
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Nevertheless, the Italian leader had no illusions about the decision he had reached, telling 

Grandi that "this will not be a pleasant &" Mussolini was determined to pursue his colonial 

ambitions and would I d  little of substance to sub~e~uent  attempts to control Getmany- As 

a r d t  of Mussalini's decision, Grandi writes that Mussolini never paid more than lip service 

to the SOlCaUed "Stress Front" and d u d e s  that "Germany was alone on the Bremer f?om 

1935." There i s  no doubt left in Grandif's account that the invasion of Abyssinia was a huge 

mistake for Italy's European policy Eom which there would be no remvery.12 

Despite the pessimism of Mussolini's remarks to h d i  afka the Stresa conference, 

and the bleak picture he painted about the f h r e  of Austrian independence, it is clear that the 

Italian leader was not prepared to simply cede Austria to Gamany. Altschhrs between 

Austria and Gemay might have been inevitable, but Mussolini also believed that Italy should 

delay the inevitable as long as possible. Yet, there was also a certain amount of ambivalence 

in Mussolini's dealings with the Schuschnigg Government. Indeed, throughout the spring of 

1935, Mussolini's attitude toward Austria would fluctuate periodically. One day, the Duce 

would issue a promise to defend his northern neighbour and the next, he would issue a 

statement tbat would appear to undermine previous Italian commitments. For example, in a 

speech to the Italian Senate on May 12, Mussolini addressed his critics who suggested that 

Italy would be unable to honour her European commitments because of her military efforts 

in Africa W e  may reply to these most solicitous and disinterested advisers who consider our 

p m c e  in Europe indiqmsable that we are of the same identical opinion; but it is precisely 

in order to be M y  prepared in Europe that we intend to protect ourselves in the rear in 

M c a - "  Although Mussolini Wed to explain prezisely how waging a colonial war against 
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Ethiopians would help to defead Italian interests in Europe, one could assume that the Italian 

leader hoped that a decisive show of force against a lesser opponent would cow Hitler- In 

any case, Mussoliui also indicated that Italy's resources were d c i e n t  to defknd her interests 

both in a c a  and in Europe. Approximately 800,oOe900,000 troops were being held in 

reserve in Italy to deal with any hostile dweIopments in Europe. In his more belligerent 

moments, Mussolini would claim that in a single day he d d  mobilise ten million rnen or 

more to wage the war in Afiica and defmd Italy against Germany? 

A week later, Mussolini was again addressing the potential impact ofthe Abyssinian 

invasion on Italy's support of the Austrian Gove~llllent. This time, however, Mussolhi 

pointed out that Austria was a E i r r ~  problem and that Italy could not be expected to bear 

the burden of conftonting Hitler alone. If other European nations, like Britain and France, 

expected Austrian independence to be maintained they would have to shoulder some of the 

costs, both politically and militarily, to maintain Austria's sovereignty. Perhaps most 

importantly for the firmre of European stability, Mussolini made it clear that European 

commhents would not keep Italy tiom f idf ihg her mission of colonial acquisitio~~, "Fascist 

Italy does not intend to circumscllibe her historic mission," warned Mussolini, "to any one 

political problem or to any one military sector such as that of the defense of a fiontier even 

one as important as the Bremer since all tiontiers whether metropolitan or colonial are 

indiscrhbately sacxed and must be guarded and defended against any potential menace."" 

It appeared as though Mussolini was W y  giving public voice to the concerns he had 

expressed to Gtandi about the future of Austrian independence, but the reality was that 

Mussolini understood Italy's need to defend Austria wen if he did not like to acknowledge 
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that resp~asibility~ Thy tbe Duce's public vadation on the issue reflected the fundamental 

dilemma that fhced Italian policy- Mussolini's personal glory and ambition could only be 

satisfied through mloniai acpuisitio~~~ Bask SUTViV8J, however, meant that colonial acquisition 

was impossible. To attempt to increase Italy's prestige meant risking the stabillity ofItaly's 

stand& in Europe because Italy simply did not have enough men and matefie1 to accomplish 

both. Faced with these realities7 Mussolini did the ody thing that a politician in his position 

could. The invasion ofAf?ica would p r d  as p h e d  and fingers were crossed in the 

hopes that Germany would not take advantage of Italy's defeasive quandary and make 

Amchluss a reality. In any case7 the Italian government expected that Abyssinia could be 

fully conquered in three years and that, in the interim, Hitler would be unable to mount an 

offensive against Austria More importantly7 Mussolini believed that Italian diplomacy, 

combined with the spectre of a large Italian military force available for duty on the continent, 

would be enough to kbep Hitter from making a move into Austria 

Other members of the Itaiian foreign oflice, however7 did not share Mussolini's 

op- Bernard0 Attolico7 the newly appointed Italian Ambassador to Austria, spoke with 

W&am Bullitt in Moscow before assuming bis new post in Berh Mussolini had told the 

Ambassador that "you wiIl have the vital Itafian diplomatic post, the most dif!f~cult task for 

Italy during the next three! years will be to keep Germany fiom taking possession of Austria." 

Attoliw confided to Bullin that he was approaching his new mission with a healthy measure 

of trepidation Although Attolico was a part of the new members of the Foreign Office who 

were -c to the Germans, the Italian thought it "would be almost impossible" to keep 

Germany from attempting some kind of action agaiast Austria in the next three years. 
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Perhaps more to the point, Attolico was worried that as the Ambassador to Germany, he 

would become the scapegoat ifHitler accomplished his goal ofArtschI1(~~~ Peace in Europe 

was temporary? argued the Italian When a general European war did arrive "it was certain 

that Austria would side with Gmmy".lS 

Despite all the information that American diplomats were receiving and processing 

about Italy's intentions in Afiica, the belief persisted that Mussolini would not risk Italy's 

standing in Europe to wage an imperialist war in Afi ia~ From his post in Vienna, 

Messersllith was prepared to merely concede that rising tensions in Abyssinia had "clouded 

the atmosphere". According to the American ambassador, Italian actions in Abyssinia were 

designed to let Europe how that Mussolini "did not intend to be fiozm on the Bremer Pass 

by his Austrian policy." Undoubtedly, the new colonial direction of Italian foreign policy had 

created some tensions between Rome, London, and Paris, but Messersmith believed that all 

parties would be willing to step back f?om the situation in order to realize what was really 

important in European affairs. In partidar, MeJsenmitb predicted that Mussolini would not - 

"&don Aus&ia or cut himself off h m  Fnmce or EnglaDd fbr the sake of Abyssinia". Italy's 

strategic interests in Europe would not be send by diverting precious resources to the 

conquest of an Man state. Just over a w e k  later, Messasaith reported that Mussolini had 

sent a personal assurance to the Austrian Government that "Italy would stand by the Stresa 

program and under no circumstances desert Austria."16 

Significantly, throughout the nunwr and early fall of 1935, the basic attitude of 

American diplomats toward the Italian leader did not si~nificantly change. This was aided 

in no smail part by the fact that, initially? the impact of growing tensions in Abyssinia on the 
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stability of Austria was negligible. McssaJmith reported that the Duce had issued several 

private assurances to the Austrian Government that their independence would be preserved 

regardless of any colonial military co-" The State Department received other good 

news about Austria American dispatches &om Vierma anphasii the strength of the 

Austrian Government and the declining influence ofthe Nazi Party in political a f h h  After 

a visit to Austria in the spring, Wgiam Bullin wrote to the President that his sources indicated 

that there would not be a Nazi putsch in Austria in the immediate future or for a "very long 

time thereafter." All of the Nazi's public leaden were either in jail or currently found 

themselves outside Austria's borders. Furthermore, the efforts of the Austrian Government 

to crush Nazi strongholds had yielded very tangiiIe results and Hitler was sending only 

enough resources to keep together small pockets of Nazis? Messersmith also reported that 

recent British stataneats about talcing a more active roll in continental afEairs "was regarded 

as evidence that the present political understanding between Great Britain, France and Italy 

wodd be tumed ev-y into a military alliance against Germany uniess the latter country 

changed its @tics." Like Bullitt, Messetmith identified the lack of coherent leadership 

within the Austrian Nazi Party as a major factor in the decline of the Nazis' influence. 

Although them were indications of an increase in Nazi propaganda activities in the first half 

of 1935, MeSSerSmifh noted that the Nazi's o&nsive was largely ineffecfive and had achieved 

precisely the opposite goals of what had probably been intended? Perhaps it was fortunate 

that the Nazi's operations in Austria were being directed by the German Ambassador, von 

Papen Indeed, two months earlier, Pierrepont Mo- wrote to George Messersmith that "the 

more I study von Pap' s  career in its W o l d  phases ... the more I am impressed with a mal- 
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adroitness [sic] which probably results fkom a fundamental stupiditydityUm 

Still, then was a note of caution in American policymaking- Regardless of the 

effectiveness of Nazi attempts to subvert Austrian independence, the State Department 

remained concerned about the potential for Italy to resort to force in Afiica Indeed, many 

believed tbat no good could come of a colonial war Not only would it divert Italy's attention 

away from Europe, it would also undermine the League ofNations, and would establish a 

dangerous precedent. The First World War proved to diplomats that once countries resort 

to arms in one reon, there is no guarantee that a conflict can be contained. The danger is 

that conflicts will spread like a disease to other regions. The goals of  American diplomats 

were, therefore, twofold: first, ifat all possible, to avoid war in Abyssinia, and a close second 

was to maiutah Itayls standing in the European constellation of powers. If war could not be 

avoided, then the State Department would try to minimize the war's impact on the European 

balance of power. Although the United States was upset with Mussolini for making 

preparations to embark on a war of naked aggression, at no time did the State Department 

consider revoking its long-term support for the Fascist regime. Like a wayward child who 

needed to be scolded for acting out of turn, the Americans would ~IY to punish Mussolini 

while showing him that cooperation with the western democracies was the only realistic 

policy alternative for Italy to follow? The Americans were told that the French were 

cautiously appraising the situation and concluded that a p d  solution could be found to 

address Italy's complaints. Criticallyy though, Chambrun confided to the American Chmge 

in Rome, tbat France "was profou~~dly interested in avoiding any war and also in safeguarding 

the prestige of the League, which [Chambrun] felt should become more and more an entirely 
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European institution and France and Italy, as well as England, must cooperate to that 

Earlier in the crisis, Suvich told Breckinridge Long that the European situation was 

"so uncertain that Italy Mt it must do somahing to liquidate the difiiculties with which it was 

confronted in Abyssinia" Pnsumably, Swich meant that the war in Abyssinia was being 

treated by the Italian p m m m t  purely as a preventative measure. From this point of view, 

Mirssolini was taking a calculated risk tbat Hitler would not move against Austria while Italy 

was removing a potential threat o n  the periphery of its defensive perimeter. By dealing with 

the potential threat in advance, it could be argued that Italy would be able to deploy more 

troops and allocate more resources to deal with any future European threat posed by 

Germany*" 

The State Depactment was williPg to grant Mussolini some latitude on this particular 

point, and the discussions of American policymakers about the potential solutions to the 

Abyssinian crisis evaluated the merits of proposed solutions by their impact on European 

stability- According to William Phillips, it was the State Department's belief that Mussolini's 

=can adventure was "a detail", but tbat Germany "remained the key to the whole European 

situation,"24 a sentiment echoed by Breckinridge Long fiom his post in Rome. Long 

forwarded his thoughts to Cordell Hull in a dispatch on September 12, 193 5, and made it 

clear that, in his opinion, it was in the best interests of the United States to bring about a 

solution to the Abyssinian crisis that would not only settle Italy's colonial ambitions but that 

would elso welcome Germany back into the intemational community. The proposed solution 

was 



predicated, h t ,  on the ckfmite beliefthat Italy will now need additions to her 
territory in Africa as a condition precedent and as a happy corollary to any 
agmaxmt to withhold military operations; second that Garmany will have to 
be brought into any arrangement for fiatha division of African territory but 
that any such cesdon to her might serve as rhe quid pro quo for apcejLI 
setthent of rhe A&m questibn; and third, that an agreement between 
France, Getmany is fundamentat to the continued peace on the Continent. 

Essentially, the American Ambassador proposed that the United States appease Mussolini. 

Long's proposal was designed to be a emcampnheasive solution that would address many of the 

outnaDding sources oftemion in European including the issue of German rearmament, 

by using Afiica as a bargaining cbip. The Ambassador to Rome argued that Italy should 

receive all the territory that she had claimed More the League of Nations assembly while 

Ethiopia should be iimited to the borders of "old Abyssiniaw. The trade-off was that 

Mussolini, by having his demands for colonial acquisition satisfied in Afiica, would be able 

to devote his undivided attention to the maintenance of European stability. Moreover, by 

involving Germany in the settlement, Long hoped that Hitler would abandon his territorial 

ambitions in Europe for colonies in Mca "Germany," wrote Long, "would benefit by 

t d o r y  for expansion presumably at the expense of England but would commit herselfin the 

matter of Austrian independence which is so accessery for European tranquility-" A few days 

after receiv@ Long's proposal, Hd replied that the proposal was "exceedingly interesting', 

but the Sea*ary of State had to conclude that "we ourselves could not take any steps along 

those lines? 

Although Long's proposal was ultimately rejected by Hull as impractical, it is clear 

that American policymakers considered the maintenance of peace and stability in Europe to 

be the most important objective of any policy initiative. *A war between Italy and Ethiopia 
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would be bad enough," said Cordell Hull, "but it is entirely within the range of possiiility that 

it would in due the spread back into more than one part of Europe with its unimaginable, 

deMstating e l k t ~ . " ~  The American response to the Italian invasion would, therefore, place 

greater importance on the European balance of power then it would on the challenges ficed 

by Ethiopian 

For atample, in eady September, the American Chrage' in Addis Abba wrote to the 

Secretary of State that there was some conam in Ethiopia about reports that the State 

Department had brought pressure to bear on Standard Vacuum Oil Company which had 

recently obtained concessions in Ethiopia The State Department rightly assumed that 

Sella_cie9s concession was the product of an attempt to give the United States a greater stake 

in the presetvation of the Ethiopian Empirea and in order to avoid claims of duplicity, the 

State Department urged Standard Oil to forgo development in Ethiopia Needless to say, as 

a result of State Department presswe, it was now likely that the company would withdraw 

from Ethiopia Engert wanted to reassure Sellasie "that the advice given to the interested 

companies by the Department is no indication of a change [Om American policy] but on the 

contrary is intended to be helpful to Ethiopia" Hull corrected Engert and told him that he 

was "authorized to include in appropriate language the substance of paragraph 2," but that 

the message should be "modified to read 'helpll in the cause of peace' instead of 'helpli to 

Ethiopia-'" To Cordell Hull, tbis was not a merely a situation that involved Ethiopia alone, 

but was one that had implications well beyond the Afiican continent. It, thenfore, feu to 

Engert to convince the Emperor that Hull's efForts were motivated solely by a desire to 

"preserve the peace, to remove impediments to peacew and strengthen international attempts 



to bring about a peaceful solution to the crisis.w 

In pw to attempt to address the tbe colvxms by by Ethiopian Emperor and in part 

to publicly state America's official policy, Hull issued a lengthy statement on September 12. 

"Under the mnditiondwhich prevail in the world today," said Hull 

a threat of hostilities anywhere cannot but be a thnat to the interests-- 
political, economic, legal and social-f ail nations. Armed conflict in any part 
ofthe world cannot but have undesirable and adverse effids in every part of 
the world. All nations have the right to ask that any and all issues, between 
whatsoever nations, be resolved by pacific means. Every nation has the right 
to ask that no nations subjs* it aad other d o n s  to the hazards and 
uncextaids that must inevitably accrue to dl fiom resort to arms by any 
~ 0 . ~  

It is clear that others in the State Department agreed with Hull's assessment that any 

solution would have to be f d  Mder the banner of the League of Nations and the principle 

ofcollective SecuritySecurity Moreover, the State Department was also activeIy supporting British 

attempts to mediate the aisk3' "There is now oqly one hope for Europe," wrote 

Messersmith in a lmer to William Phillips, "and that is through the most thoroughgoing 

Anglo-French cooperatiom If this is arrived at, the League caa not only be saved, but be 

given new prestige." The American also wrote that the Abyssinian invasion did not involve 

Italian prestige as much as it represented Mussoliai's pasonal ambition. That was not the 

problem In the past few months, however, the Italian leader had managed to turn the issue 

of Italian coIonies in -ca into a personal attack on British interests in the Meditemean, 

and the United States was not prepared to allow Italiaa actions to negatively effect London 

"If ~ussolini] is permitted to satisfy his full ambitions in Abyssinia," warned Messersmith, 

"British prestige will have su&red a defeat ... and there will be nothing to prevent the same 
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irresponsible individual from becoming a permanent threat to E~rope."~ 

As tensions m o d  through August and Septecnber, the favourable attitude of the 

Austrian Government gradually bega~ to fkde away. As more of Mussolini's troops were 

taken from the Brenna Pass and put to d c e  in Ethiopia, members of the Austrian 

Government began asking questions about the state of Austrian def-s and were not 

pleased with the aaswers they received." Perhaps more importantly, anti-Italian sentiment 

that had been simmering since the late 1920's was b e g  to find a voice in the Austrian 

press. In late August, 1935, Messasmith reported that "if Austrian public opinion continues 

to be disappointed in [the Danubian] pacts through further delays, the Government here will 

be practically forced to negotiate with GermanyYnx A week later, Messedth offired the 

Department a more detailed analysis of the situation in Austria and explained that "the 

unpopularity of Italian influence may b m m e  a source of more than embarrassment to the 

Austrian Govment .  Should Italy become invo1ved in a long, drawn-out struggle in 

Abyssinia," he warned, "the anti-Italian sentiment may find expression in popular action in 

Austria. " 

Indeed, the Austrian government of Chancellor Schuschnigg found itself in an 

increasingly untenable position between the government of Italy on the one hand and the 

combiaation ofBritain and France on the other. Although Italy was the only power that bad 

fUmished tangiiIe support for the Awtrb government in economic and military terms, it was 

widely believed by Austrian officials that Italian military guarantees meant nothing if they 

were not supported by the British. As the crisis in Abyssinia deepened and tensions between 

London and Rome increased, the concern of the Austria0 Govemment mounted as it appeared 
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as though Vienna would be forced to choose between Italy or Britain and France. "Austria's 

economic dependence on Italy has become contirmously more important and vital to her," 

wrote MeJsasmith, and it was no secret that Mussolini could bring significant pressure to 

bear on Austria if he so desired. lndeed, if Italy withdrew tiom the League ofNations in 

protest against the coming economic sanctions, it was expected in Rome that Austria would 

follow Italy out the door. Clearly, Schusschnigg and the rest of the Austrian Government 

were not prepared to blindly Mow Italy. The League of Nations stiU represented a potential 

avenue of recourse if Hitler made another attempt to incorporate Austria into the Reich. 

Although Itaiy had protected Austria in the past, there was a growing belief in Starhemberg's 

Government that Britain and France were the keys to Austria's fbture, and that Vienna could 

ill-afford to alienate those powers Perhaps the only saving grace for Austria was that it 

appeared as though the internal situation in Gemmy would continue to preclude any 

aggressive action by the Nazis outside of Germany's borders." 

On October 3,1935, the aisis that all hoped could be avoided was launched as Italian 

planes bombed Adowa and Adigrat. The Council of the League of Nations was called to 

order to determine what action, if any, the League should take to respond to the Italian 

invasion- President Roosevelt was aboard the UISS. Houston in the Pacific and instructed 

Cordell Hull to isare the proclamation of neutrality once the State Department could c o n .  

the outbreak of hostilities in Africa However, with no official declaration of war, Hull did 

not want to take any action that would recognize a state of war if one did not actually &a. 

Compounding the problem was the fact that the longer the State Department waited to issue 

the neutrality proclamation, the more likely the League of Nations would be able to reach a 
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consensus end mounce a policy to protest Italian Nevertheiess, both the President 

and the State Department W y  believed that in order to avoid accusations of allowing the 

League to dictate the direction of American policy, Washington would have to declare its 

policy well before League ofNions anwunced its intentions. Iadeed, Hull points out in his 

memoin that the State Department had prepared a d d  of the neutrality proclamation on 

September 25, 1935 that was signed, but not dated, by Roosevelt so that the declaration 

could be made as soon as possible after the outbreak of hostilities.' Despite the obvious need 

for quick and decisive action, Hull delayed issuing the prociamation for two days over the 

inaeasiPgly strident calls for action by Roosevelt, citing the need for wdta t ion  with other 

members ofthe State Department and governments abroad. F i i y ,  after dealing with all of 

Hull's reservations, the neutraIity proclamation was issued on October 5?' 

The neutrality proclamation was designed to scold Italy and to placate domestic 

isoIationists, but it is also clear that the United States did not want to antagonize Italy more 

than necessary and did not include raw materials on the embargo list. Although Roosewelt 

and other members of his * * 'on were justifiably upset at the Italian invasion, William 

Phillips, for one, believes that it was dear tbat the neutrality proclamation was policy enacted 

by the force of public opinion rather then the convictions of any individual policymaker. 

Moreover, Phinips believes that the application of the neutrality proc18m8tion against Italy 

over the conflict with Ethiopia established a dangmus precedent. The American government 

was abandoning the rights of neutrals on the high seas wbich meant that any American who 

continued to trade with the belligerents would do so without the protection of the government 

of the United States. Although the proclamation ultimately rejected the United States' long 
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standing attempts to presave the shipping rights of neutrals in times of war, Phillips later 

wrote that "in view of the temper of the country, the proclamation presumabfy conformed to 

the wishes of the American people?" Indeed, pblic detaonstrations against the Italian action 

took place m American cities. In San Fmcisca, police were d e d  to break up angry crowds 

outside the Italian consulate and in Cbicago, thee hundred demonstrators were arrested." 

kfbre the end of the year, the United States considered steps that would strengthen 

the message being sent to Mussolini. In December, Resident Roosevelt was considering 

implemming an oil embargo on Italy dong with the League ofNatiom to tighten the grip on 

Mussolini, Prior to arriving at a final decision, both the State Department and the President 

iaunched a series of intelligence gathering missions to assess Italy's war-making capacity- 

Warrington Dawson dled a series of reports with the State Department on the state of the 

Italian economy. In the months following the outbreak ofthe war, Dawson came to the 

condusion that the financial state o f  the Italian government was, at best, tenuous. Through 

private sources, Dawson reported that assurances had to be made by Mussolini to the Pope 

to assure the latter ofthe financial security ofthe Italian govment?  Meanwhile, in early 

December 1935, William I. Donovan left the United States to go on a special intelligence 

gathering mission to assess the Italian Army's effectiveness in Ethiopia Quite simply, 

Donovan was the victim of a well-executed deception by his Italian hosts, and the American 

was left with a suitably fhurable opinion b u t  the effectiveness of the Italian Army and its 

wmmanders. The Italians were able to manipulate the sights seen by Donovan in a variety 

of  ways. While in Ethiopia, the American was transported between troop encampments by 

airplane to disguise the difliculty the Italians were having in maintaining ground-based 
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transportation routes. In another instance, an entin village was constructed to give the 

impression of cordial relations betwem Italiau soldiers and the native population and evidence 

was manufkctured to conceal the use of mustard gas by Italian soldiers against Ethiopian 

troops. As a d t  of Donovan's mission, it is possiile to conclude that Rmsevelt ultimately 

decided against imposing an oil embargo on Italy because it was feared that such an action 

would precipitate war in Europe? 

Hopes in Rome and Washington that the Ethiopian invasion wouM not affect the 

European balance were soon dashed Public opinion in Austria was making it increasingly 

diflicult for the Government to continue its support of Mussolini, Messersmith noted that the 

controlled press in Austria "bas been continuously more objective" and that "all really critical 

references to England have disappeared," indicating the emergence of a more independent 

policy for V i m 4  In the &llowing weeks, MeSSerSmith continued to report the favourable 

signals about improved relations between the govements of Britain and Austria "The 

Government here," wrote Messersmith, "sees the probabilities of strong AngIo-French 

coopaation conthing, and is more d&itely sbapiag its policy to fit in with this." Although 

Austria refbsed to take part in League sanctions on Italy, the American reported that this did 

not automatically result in an increase in exports to Itdy for Austrian businesses. In fict, 

trade between Italy and Austria declined because the Italians were finding it increasingly 

difficult to honour their debts. "There is reliable information of large Italian orders having 

recently been refbsed by Austrian rnanuikcturers from the conviction that there was no 

cert aimy of payment. 

But even as the Aumiaa Governmeat began to try to move out of Italy's orbit, reality 
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forced Chancellor Schuschnigg back to Mussolini. Attempts to reach comprehensive 

agreements wit& Britain and France regarding Austrian sovereignty met with little success. 

Indeed, even had the three c o d e s  managed to reach some kind of agreement, one has to 

wonder about the effectveness that such a treaty would have. Austria's proximity to 

Germany dictated that a protector against future N~ aggression would have to have the 

ability to mobilize troops qyickly, just as Mussolini had in the summer of 1934. Both Britain 

and France lacked the a b i i  to project power quickly and effectively into central Europe. 

Moreovery the Austrian government was increasingly beset with internal problems. 

Schuschnigg continued to battle against both the socialists and the Nazis in Austria when 

simple political survival dictated that he make an alliance with one against the other." 

Just as public indignation at the Italian Govexxunent was reaching a fmred pitch in 

many of the world's capitals, Mussolini's response was enough to give many a moment of 

pause. Perhaps more than any other country beside Germany in the interwar years, Italian 

foreign policy reflected the changing whims and personality of its leader. Rumours of 

exchanges between Rome and Batin were beginning to be reported with increased regularity 

and among Mussolini's advisors, there was great debate about whaher Italy should seek an 

agreement with Hitler. By early 1936 the tentative approaches between Rome and Berlin 

were becoming more complete. Wfiam Phillips would later write that, among members of 

the Italian foreign office? there was a growing belief that to continue to regard Hitler with 

scorn was dangerous. 'The German Goventment has kcow increasingly sensitive each time 

that HitIer has made some fhendly gesture to other nations and has been repulsed. There is 

a danger iti allowing Germany to continue in the belief that she had no fiiend in the fkdy  of 
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d ~ l l ~ , ~ ~ ~  

Pahaps because of the international indignation caused by the invasion of Ethiopia 

and the strains it placed on diplomatic relations, or perhaps because of the similnrities between 

the regimes in Garrraqy and Italyy the early months of 1936 witnessed the rqpprochement of 

German and Italian interests- In eariy Januaryy 1936, Mussolini received the Gaman 

Ambassador, Ulrich von Hassdl, and said that "it would now be poosible to achieve a 

hdamental improvement in German-Italian relations and to dispose of the only dispute, 

namely, the Austrian problem "* Although Mussolini's proposal was ultimately rejected by 

the germ an^^'^ it is clear that the Italian leader had begun the process of reorienting Italian 

policy away &om the Western powers toward Germany. 

In what can only be considered a puzzling series of decisions after Germany's 

reoccupation of the Rhineland, Mussolini pledged Italy's continued suppon of Austrian 

independence to Prince Sterhmrkrg regardless oftbe consequences? The probkm was that 

Mussolini had no idea how he au ld  accomplish this task Germany under Hitler was 

adamantly opposed to entering into any multilateral agreements and seriously doubted 

Mussolini's ability to act as an "honest brokern in finding a settlement to the Austrian 

question* But, the Italian leader was not prepared to simply abandon his status as a major 

player in European afhirs. IfMussolini d d  fbllow a risky policy that employed equal parts 

of bluff and pressure, perhaps Italy would be able to tread a fine line between the Western 

Powers on the one hand and Germany on the other. The recent overtures to Germany? 

however, granted an almost surreal, and comical, nature to Mussolini's policy. Whether or 

not it was intended, the ultimate result of Mussolini's approach made it appear as though the 
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Italian leader would abandon Austria Ilalcss London and Paris would do his bidding. This is, 

indeed, an interesting approach to blackmail that promised to do more damage to Italian 

interests than to those of the Western P o d  

Perhaps distracted by the war in Abyssinia and the declaration of an Empire, or 

blinded by his own amb'ion, Mussolini Meved that the Western Powers had more to lose 

than he did by an Italian rapprochement with Germany. Certainly, the Mussolini that met 

with Starhembag left the Austrian with the impression that the Duce fundamentally 

misunderstood the effect that the Abyssinian Man had on public opinion in foreign 

capitals. Despite pessimistic reports fkom Starhemberg about Italy's standing in the rest of 

Europe, Mussoiini Bcprrssed suprrme coddence in Italy's ability to reach an agreement with 

the Western Powers. "Short-sighted people," argued Mussolini, "have not yet realised the 

part of Italy on the Continent. IfItaly grows weak, Genaany wiU grow strong. Only a strong 

Italy can keep Germany in checkNn Quite simply, it was inconceivable to Mussolini that the 

Western Powers might abandon him to lie in the bed that he had made for himself, Thus, 

under Mussolini's guidance, the Schusschaigg Government entered into negotiations with the 

Nazis and s i g d  an agreement on July 1 t that was designed, among other things, to protect 

Austrian sovereignty fiom fiutber Gaman encroachments. To the G e m  Ambassador, 

Mussolini "expressed lively satisfaaion" over the signing of the maty and offbed the opinion 

that the agreement would "bring to an end the unhappy situation of Ausnia as a football of 

foregn interests and, above a& would 5a l l y  remove the last and only mortgage on German- 

Italian relations- ."n 

American reaction to the agreement was subdued. The military attuche in Vienna 
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reported suspicions that the Gamens would sign the agnaneat "with thdr Gaga cr~ssed".~ 

Nevertheless, what remains significant about the July agreement between Austria and 

Germany is the number of fkctors, both domestic and international, that brought about its 

creation. Perhaps most important was the Abyssinian war. M u s s o ~  had always maintained 

that Italy could not prevent theA.m&hs rS Austria and Germany indefinitely, but that 

Italy should seek to delay the union for as long as possible. Clearly, the war in Ethiopia 

strained Italy's relations with Paris and London to a degree and s i sni f idy  limited the ability 

of Mussohi to &ectively guarantee Austrian independence- The result was a gradual shift 

in Italian policy away fiom the Western Powers and toward Germany. Indeed, the Italian 

foreign office reflected this shift with the resignation of Fulvio Suvich as the Italian Under 

Secretary of Foreign Mairs. In Suvich's place, the Duce appointed his son-in-law, Count 

Gdeazzo Ciano, to the post Where Suvich had been more inched to be suspicious of 

German motives with regard to Austria, Ciano was more sympathetic to German policies. 

Fimaly, the 1936 agrawnt also represented the pemdnence of those in the German Foreign 

OfEce who advocated the "evolutionary" approach to the "Austrian problem". After the 

failed coup against Dollfuss two years before, Hider abandoned the application ofmilitary 

force as a viable tool for the subversion of Austria. Instead, the German leader directed that 

firmre Nazi efforts should embrace the principle of "indirect penetration". Not only did this 

represent better opportunities for success, but it also lent the desired appearance of legality 

to the Fiihds actions. Indeed, as Schwan points out, the 1936 agreement was interpreted 

so hirally by the Nazis that Hitler was able to clahn that Germany was operating within the 

terms of the agreement while simultaneousty accusing the Austrians of minor violations of the 
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exact sametreaty? 

Regardless of the actual motives &d the 1936 agreement, American poliqdcers 

were simply gratified that the outbreak end uhhnate resolution of Italy's colonial venture 

would pass without bringing with it a g e n d  European war. Although there were questions 

in the minds ofmaay State Depclrtmmt officials about the longevity of any agreement signed 

by Hitler regarding Austia, American diplomats believed that Mussoni could once again be 

counted on to pnsem the stiztm quo in Europe despite Italy's weakened strategic position- 

"The mutual misbust between the two dictators remaim as great as ewer," wrote Masersmith 

to Cordel Hull in September, "and the fundamental clash between their objectives in 

Southeastern Europe just as clear." Aceording to American obsavers, the truce between 

Hitler and Mussoh was based on political expediency rather than any ideological confluence. 

Indeed, the Gennaas had confided to the British a rather pessimistic view of the Italians. 

"Italians, [the Germans] think, are not a serious military race, nor can their assurances ever 

be relied on,"" 

Undoubtedly, relations between the United States and Italy had been strained by 

Mussolini's colollial war, but RooseveIt was amdous to demonstrate to the Italian leader that 

the United States was still favourebly inclined to his regime. W& Breckinridge Long 

scheduled to return to Washington to help the President with his re-election campaign, 

Roosevelt had the opportunity to appoint a new Ambassador to Rome. The president 

appointed a jxcsonal fiend, William Phillips, to the post, sending a signal to the Italians that 

both the State Department and the President did not intend to let the events of the past year 

cloud their opinion of M~ssolini .~ 
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In the meantime, the adbrrak of tk Spanish Civil War once again raised the question 

ofgeneral European conf'iict It dso raised questions about the spread of Communism and 

the possible reemergence of Soviet influence in European &airs. From this point of view, 

American neutrality during the Spanish Civil War am be seen as a policy designed to aid 

Britain and France in their &rts to pre~at the spread ofthe conflict. But policymakers also 

understood the Civil War to be a -on of the underlying ideological conflict between 

Fascism and Communism- Italy's policy was, therefon, predictable. Mussolini was 

determined that there should not be a Communist govenuaent in Spain or in the 

~editerranead' Given tbat the United States had origidy supported the Fascist regime in 

Rome precisely because it opposed Communism, it is not surprising to find that the Spanish 

Civil War did little to Sect America's relations with ~taly? Indeed, in November 1936 

Mussolini would resume his correspondence with Rooseveh in a gracious and conciliatory 

lettersg Still, in the weeks and months ahead, events in Europe seemed to Roosevelt to 

preclude the clear enunciation of an American policy. In the faee of growing German 

pressure on the Schuscbaigg government, Italy once again pledged its "active and fbll 

support" for the maintenance of Austrisn independence? "Every week changes the picture," 

wrote Roosevelt to Phillips in Rome. "The basis for it all lies, I think not in communism or 

the fear of coxnmunism but in Gamany and the fear of what the present German leaders are 

meeting for or being drawn t~ward."~' Could the United States rely on Italy once again to 

foil HitIef s ambitions in Europe? Conclusions about the "fundamental clash of interests" 

between Hitler and Mussalini in central Europe seemed to indicate that State Department 

believed it was possible. 
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As David Schmitz wncIudes, the Italo-Ethiopian war can be seen as the beginning of 

American attempts to appease Mussolini and did not mark a significant change in oflcid 

American perceptions of Italy. In addition, the 1essons I m e d  by the State Department 

between 193 5 and 1936 would seme as the foundation for Americas attempts to appease 

Hitler in the months ahead. Tbroughout the Abyssinian conflict, the United States 

consistently attempted to find a solution that would not hann the European balance in spite 

of their persod reMllSion at Mwsolini's action Indeed, it was precisely because Europe, and 

not A f i i q  was determined to be the deciie theatre ofoperation that both the Secretary of 

State and the President soon set aside their anger and chose to work again with Mussoiini 



Chapter Four 

By the start of 1937, it was clear that the battle between Germany and Italy for control 

of Austria was ent- its dexkive phase!. The Abyssinian war did not embroil the Continent 

in a g e n d  war the way State Department officials feaed, but the tang'bfe reminders of the 

conflict were emugh to give American diplomats a moment of pause. The effort of launching 

and sustaining a coionial war of aggression had greatly weakened Italy's ability to influence 

European affhir~. Furthermore, MussoIini's exuberant support of Franco's forces in the 

Spaclish Civil War did little to reinforce the position ofthe Schuschnigg Government against 

G e m  encroachments. "The Italian positioq" wrote Messefsmith to Phiuips in December 

1936, "b slipped a bi i  and the Gamen is natmdy and inevitably ~tre~pondingly stronger." 

Recent overtures between Rome and Berlin led to mows that Italy and Germany had 

divided central and southeastern Europe into separate zones of interest. As a direst result, 

Vienna was concerned that ifMussulini was no longer able to flex Italy's military might in 

central Eumpe, there would be little to dissuade him tiom auctioning Austria off to the 

highest bidder. Nevertheless, Messersmith expressed confidence that the Italian Foreign 

Office understood the challenge represented by Germany and that the balance would 

ultimately be restored. "The Italians realize that they allowed the position here to slip too 

much and are beginning to reassert themselves. "' 
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The great unknown, howevery was whetha or not Italy still possessed the wilI and the 

ability to challenge Hitler if the Nazis attempted another coup in Austria- Mussolini's 

attempts to play Gamany off the Western Powers continued through 193 7 and early 193 8 

despite Italfs weakened strategic position R e  of the way they were bdng treated by 

the Italiau and increasingly sceptical of Mussolini's promises of support, the Austrian 

government attempted to take mattas into its own hands. Hitlex, however, was not 

discouraged by -an manoeuvres, and growing Italian weakness made the approaching 

Anschhrsr iaevitable. Although Mussolini had always maintained that Italy could not prevent 

the Am* of Germany and Ausnia forever, the Italian was surprised and unprepared for 

the suddenness of Hitier's move. 

In the meantime, 1937 and eady 1938 witnessed the gradual reevaluation of American 

assumptions toward Europe. Increasingly sceptical of appeasement as a feasible response to 

Nazi Germany¶ Roosevelt began searching for a new pol& to deal with the problems of the 

Coatineat. For the fint timey searching questions were asked by State Department officials 

about Italy's abilitys and inclination, to support the quo in Europe. Furthermore, the 

promotion of George Messersnah to histant  Secretary of State seemed to indicate that the 

President was preparing to take a more active role in foreign aEairs. Though Roosevelt and 

the State Department reahmi that a new poky alternative was required for Germany¶ they 

were also conscious of their limitations. The vast majority of Americans were simply not 

ready or willing to become imroived in global problems. Thus, late 193 7 and early 193 8 saw 

America's European policy enter a holding panern. The appeasement of Germany was 

abandoned but there was no new policy put in its place. Instead, the State Department 



continued to hope that Italy would be able to act as a restraiaiag influence on Germany's 

ambitions in central Europe- When the Allschltrs~ took place on March 12, most American 

diplomats believed that Italy's weakened strategic position, wmb'ied with the rapidity of 

events, placed Mussolini in a position where he had to publicly support Germany's actions. 

In private, they were comhced that the Italian was shocked and embarrassed by the 

~~- After the union had taken place, the State stil l believed that Mussolini 

was a moderate statesman who could be Muenced by reason Italy's strategic position in 

Europe, however, had been lost the moment German troops crossed the border into Austria, 

and it was increasingly unlikely that Mussolini could be tempted back to the Western fold- 

"We cannot be a mere obmer no matter how much we may wish to maintain that 

attitude," declared George MeSSefSmith to Assistant Secretary of State, R Wakon Moore in 

December 1936. 

I know that it is not a popular viewpoint at home and that there are those who 
say that we can and win keep out of any trouble, but I believe it is much wiser 
and safa and much more in our intenst to recognize what the real situation 
is, and that against our will we nqy be involved. Mere scolding of Europe 
and emphizing an isolationist attitude on our part connot help the European 
or international position and may only provoke in the end the struggle just as 
the equivocal attitude of England played such an udottunate part in those 
f'atefbl days in 1914.2 

Indeed, the S U B  govaament knew that the day of reckoning with Hitlds Nazis was 

rapidly approaching. What was more alarming fbr the Austrian Govement was the fact that 

German officials no longer appeand to be intimidated by Itaiy's guarantees. In January 1937, 

the head of Hitler's Lufn@e, Hermann =ring, met with Mussolini and warned the Italian 

that "the Anschlusr will come one day in one way or another." Mussobi simply shook his 
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head and rehS6d to respond to the German's comment? 

Despite the ominous nature of G6riag's statements to Mussohi, events in Austria 

assumed a subdued charactex during the first 6 s ~  months of 1937. As Bruce Paufey points 

out, by and large, Hitler bad l& Austria alone after the signing of the July agreement in 1936. 

Instead of fbmenting revolution in Austria, the Gennan leader decided to concentrate on the 

pace of domestic rearmament and the Spanish Civil War! It is, therefore, not surprising to 

note that dispatches fiom the American embassy in Vienna reported increasingly proactive 

attempts by the Auseian Govement to deal with the Nazi menace. Successive reports 

emphasized attempts to improve both the political and financial stability of the Schuschnigg 

regime and a growing schism between MussoIini and the Austrian Chancellor. Whether 

reporting on attempts to introduce much aeeded capital into the economy, or commenting on 

plans to restore the Habsburgs to the throne in Austn-a, it appeared that Schuschniggk 

Govenunent was a measure of success in repelling German advances without Italian 

assistance. By early March 1937, MeSSerSmith was writing that "barring outside aid the 

Austrian Nazi movement has reached stagnation point." A "whiJpaingw campaign by 

Austrian Nazis held that the intend loan arranged by Schuschnigg, estimated to be as high 

as 180 million schiliings, was being earmarked for the purchase of weapons and armaments 

fiom Italy to combat Germany.' Whaher or not it was intended, the ultimate result of the 

plan was nothing less than a brilliant victory for Austrian nationalists. The Austrian Nazis 

believed that Stby continued their attempts to undermine the Government, the result would 

be the undesirable restoration of the Habsburg monarchy instead of the AmchIzm with 

Germany- If forced to decide between accepting the present Austrian government and a 
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Habsburg restoration, it was clear that the Nazis would pre6kr to deal with the Austrian 

Govemment,6 

Iromcally, the movement away from Rome m -an politid and diplomatic circles 

occurred at roughly the same moment that Awrican pdicyrrmkers were beginning tentative 

reevaluations of their chief assumptions. In each case, neither the United States nor Austria 

was prepared or willing to abandon MussoIini altogether, but a measure of disaffection for 

the Italian's actions c o d  be seen both in Vienna and Washington. In a dispatch dated April 

2, 1937, Messersmith reported that figures inside the Austrian Government b e l i d  that 

"Italfs position as regards Central Europe was no longer as strong as previously." While this 

would not mark an immediate or radical change in Austria's attitude toward Italy, 

Sclnrschnigg was beginning to explore possible defkmive alternatives for Austria, particularly 

in the formation of a defbnsive alignment with Prague aud Budapest. Indeed, the wisdom of 

such a policy became evident upon consideration of recent Italian military actions in Spain 

Casualty and defeaion rates among Italian soldiers in Spain were thought to be 

disproportionateiy high by the Audrian government, leading to the unstated, but nevertheless 

omnipresent, conchsion that Italian military guarantees against future German actions would 

be largely in&&e. Furthermore, the long-simmering enmity between Austrians and 

Italians boikd over at a recent socar match that Messasmith reported "ended in a near riot". 

Rome was particularly upset by the incident, and told the government in Vienna that, since 

Austria was "an authoritarian state", such incidents should be easily prevented. According 

to American sources, the government responded that "there was nothing to be done about it 

. . . as a large proportion of the Austrian public did not like the Italians and never wo~ld".~  
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Indeed, by April, it appeared that Italys role as an important player in the European 

constellation was beginniag to be questioned by officials in the State Department and the 

White House. Phillips wrote to the President and said that the circumstances around Italy's 

international naDding were so h i d  that by the time a letter written in Rom reached 

Washington, the hfixmtion it contained was out of date. Regardless, it was still possible to 

make a fw obsavations about Italian foreign policy. "More and more," wrote Phillips, "it 

is realized here that peace is absolutely essential for Italy." Both Mussolini and Ciano were 

spaking of increasing international trade and improving economic cooperation, and the 

reasom for this shift in Italian policy were numerous. The war in Spain was proving to be 

more diEcult than Mussolini had anticipated and the Italians were experiencing a measure of 

hstration because of the conf'lkt. "The Italians recklessly assumed the entire burden of 

supporting Franc0 in the belief that Italian soldiers are invinciile. But now the Government 

fervently hopes to find some way of withdrawing the 'volunteers' without too much loss of 

W. Furthermore, growing anti-Italian sentiment in Awrica and England was thought to 

be having a significant impact on Mussolini, and the Italian leader appeared to Phiilips to be 

taking some tentative steps towards mitigating his "bellicose language". Finany, although 

"Ita5ts dations with Gameny are for the time being intimate," Phillips questioned how much 

longer the partnership would last. "Personally I have my doubts as to its durability," 

confessed Phillips.' 

It is clear &om Roosevelt's response to Phillips' letter that the President's thoughts 

about American foreign policy were undergoing a subtle transformation. Since the early 

19301s, both the State Department and the White House believed that the root of all European 
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tensions lay in unsatisfied economic concerns and that only by h'beralizing trade and 

- stimulating economic growth could the h d a m d  problem be alleviated. However, "the 

more I study the situation," wrote Rwsevelt m May 1937, "the more I am convinced that an 

economic approach to peace is a pretty weak reed for Europe to lean on" How was peace 

possible, asked the President, if a proposed solution did not address the twin problems of 

economic seady and disarmament? England and France, wrote Roosevelt, "say we cannot 

help Germany and Italy to achieve economic searrity if they [Germany and Italy] continue to 

arm and threaten, while simultanedusly Germany and Italy say we must continue to arm and 

threaten because they pritain and France] will not give us economic security." It was a 

vicious circle, but the President was either unwilling or unable to seek another solution 

besides economic appeasement. While Roosevelt agreed that any solution that "postpones 

war" was gwd, he did not believe that the eventual conflict could be put off inevitably and 

predicted that war would come "in the next fw years." The problem, now, was to find an 

effective way to address European problems 

This is, perhaps, one ofthe most important shiftsin American policy during the inter- 

war years. Gradually, R~oosevelt was turning away &om the advice offered by Cordell Ha 

whose patience was virtually limitless, and looking to Surnner Wells who "appealed to 

Roosevelt's desire to act."'* Wells proposed more ambitious solutions to world peace, 

including plans for world conferences to directly cunfkont Europe's problems and to find 

solutions. The difEculty however, as Roosevelt revealed in a press conference, was that 

European statesmen would "look around for somebody outside of Europe to come forward 

with a hat and a rabbit in it and they think I got a hat with a rabbit in it ... I haven't got a hat 
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and I haven? got a rabbit in 1" In the meantime, after a fiw months of relative stability in 

Aus$ia, the situation appeared to be deteriorating again in late Jme- "There are indications 

that [Austria's external position] m y  be modified in one way or another in the near fiture," 

wrote Mmasmith. 'These indications come h m  the manoeu~es [sic] of the great Westan 

Powers and fiom the internal activity of Austrian National Socialists" Italy's policy of 

"political blackmail", that i3, threatening to seek accommodation with Gamany unless 

concessions were granted &om Britain and Francey was on the verge of backfiring- "The 

result would be that Great Britain, if sufficiently annoyed, would parley with GermanyyuLz 

Gradually, dispatches from Vienna were again emphasidng the resurgence of Nazi 

efforts to undermine Austrian independence. Reports that Hitler was again planning a coup 

filtered through to the American embassy and were &ly forwarded to WashingtonU Despite 

rising tensions between London and Rome uaderminibg, at least temporarily, Austria's 

international position, the State Department completed a previously arranged shufne of State 

Department persomeI. George MeSSefSmith, one of the United States' most vocal, and 

effectivey aitics of Nazi Gemany was promoted to Assistant Secretary of State. This was, 

in the words of the British Ambassador to Austria, Sir Walfbrd Selby, "perhaps the greatest 

loss suffered by the AuJaian Government in this year." Nazi Germany, wrote Selby, " f d  

Mr. Messersmith, and throughout the tenure of his post he had given the most consistent 

support to the two successive ChmceU~rs."~~ 

In some ways, the appointment of Messefsmith to Assistant Secretary of State was 

a double-edged sword. On the one hand, Austria was losing one of its most active and 

influential foreign supporters. On the other hand, with the appointment of Messersmith as 
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Assistant Secretary of State, Roosewlt brought to Washington one of the most 

knowledgeabIe Americans on Nazi Germany - Messasmith having served as the American 

ambassador to Berlin during the rise of the Nazis in 1933 and his subsequent term of service 

in Austria h m  1934 to 1937. In addition to bringing his wealth of personal experience and 

opinions about central European a5irs, Messasmith also appeared to represent a substantial 

reinforcement to the activist wing of the Rwsevelt administration represented by Sumner 

WeIIs. 

It quickly became clear that MeSSerSmith's brand of activism, however, was not the 

solution that either the State Department or the Resident were looking for. A strong 

advocate of collective security, Messersmithfs assessments ofthe European balance had long 

ranked Germany as the leading threat to peace. Contrary to President Roosevelt, Secretary 

of State Cordell Ha aud countkss others in the State Department, Messersmith did not 

believe that war against Germany should be avoided, for war would serve the dual purpose 

of clearing European tensions and elimiaatiog the greatest threat to the sfiztm quo. Indeed, 

during the Abyssinian war. Messersmith vehemdy opposed finding a "fice-saving 

compromiseN to the crisis, arguing that "Germany will be firrther weakened and isdated" if 

events were allowed to play themselves out and the principle of coildve security was 

d o r d  Perhaps, in this regard, Messersmith's understanding ofEuropean diplomacy and 

his assessment of the European threat was fir ahead of his coIleagues. Messenmith f U y  

understood and a p p d e d  that the application of collective security to the German problem 

would necessitate the involvement of Soviet Russia in western European effjlirs and would, 

most likely, mean war on the continent. Quite distinct from others in the State Department, 
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Messenmith did not believe that reintroducing Russia into the geopolitical mix would have 

disturb& d k c t ~ . ~  Nor did the prospect ofremoving the present governments in Rome and 

Berlin n e e d y  mean that the result would be a communist-style regimes in Italy and 

Gamany or instability in westem Europe. Quite the contrary- Peace and certainty, argued 

Masersmith, would prevail &er ehnhathg the two revisionist govemmed6 

The appeasement policy that the United States adopted toward Italy and Germany, 

on the other hand, was a policy that Messnmith believed was truly misguided and 

inappropriate Appeasement pandered to those who believed that the Soviet Union, and not 

Nazi Gennany, represented the single greatest thr& to American interests in Europe. In a 

letter to Secretary of State Hull just as the situation in Austria was preparing to enter its 

decisive phase, MesSeTSmith criticised the bdarnental prrmises of appeasement policy and 

issued a stem warning. "There is a tendency to characterize the present discorded world 

relations as due to the struggle between 'haves' and 'have nots'", wrote Messersmith, This 

idea was being a d d  by the dictatorships to save  the^ own ends. "It is my opinion that 

there is something deeper aad more vital tban a stnrggle betwem the 'haves1 and 'have nots' 

and that it is this evea more basic clash ofthe ideologies which must be recognized." The 

dictators were & to the use of fwce "to replace the preset imemational law", therefore, 

it is not only territory in Empe that is at stake- What is in play fundamentally are new ideas 

and new forces which are comtady going mare strongly into adion and whose field of action 

is definitely, if slowly expanding- "I7 

Perhaps Messersmith's warning about the "true" nature of the struggle fhced by the 

United States as a moral struggle influenced President Roosevelt's decision to deliver his 
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Eunous "qyamnh? speech on October 5.1937. Domestic legisletion had been the priority 

for Roosevelt since his inauguration in W c h  1933, but by 1937, it was clear that the 

president was encountering serious opposition to lais domestic program Wayne Cole 

suggests that rrsistaace to Roosevdts awt packing plan and aspects of the New Deal made 

the shift to greater emphasis on iateraational a f i k  an easier traoSition for the President." 

However, if the United States was gohg to contemplate a change in policy direction, the 

. . admmstdon would have to codbnt the streDgth ofthe isolationist lobby. Therefore, rather 

than delivering his remarks in Wasbiagton or New York, the president decided to make the 

speech in Chicago. 

Declariag that "the present reign of taror and international lawlessness" had "reached 

the stage where the very foundations of civilization are seriously threatened," Roosevelt 

warned that the United States could not continue to feel insulated from international events. 

Instead, the President stated that "peace-loving nations must make a concerted effort in 

opposition to those ... mating a state of international anarchy and instability f?om which there 

is no escape through mere isolation and neutrality.." When a community is threatened by a 

virulent disease, the citizens of that community take steps to "quarantine" the diseese in order 

to prevent it fiom spreading." Many assumed that the Chicago speech meant that the 

President had a concrete agenda in mind to solve the various international crises. It quickly 

became clear after reporters pressed Roosevelt to elaborate on his plan, however, that the 

President was merely floating a balloon to gauge public reaction to a change in policyM 

American foreign policy did not radically change after the "Quarantine Speech", but it was 

evident that some of Roosevelt's assumptions about the role of the United States were 
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beginning to c h g e ?  

Throughout the summer and early fkll of 1937, ewnts  in Europe seemed to be 

deteriorating firrtber- In late September, Mussolini travelled to Gamany to witness the 

Reich's autumn manoeuvres. Although Mussofhi told Schuschnigg afterwards that "the 

subject of Austrian was not discussed, it is clear that Austria had been brought up in 

conver~ation.~ At an informal meeting with Hitler and some of his associates, the Duce 

f o d y  recognized Germany's "special interests" in Austria According to German 

documents, Mussolini expressed his displeasure with Schuschnigg's leadership. On a given 

day, Italy could expect to be vilified in the Austrian press as its natural enemy and the next 

day Schuscbaigg would be appealing to Mussolini for aid. Three years after the murder of 

DoUbss, it appeared as though Mussolini was W y  preparing to withdraw his protective 

hand from Austria. Sensing an opening, Hitler informed Mussolini that he did not approve 

of @ring's "revolutionary" approach to the "Austrian problem" with its bombs and roving 

bands of thugs in the streets. Perhaps to ease MussoIini's objections, Hitler said that in the 

fUaue attempts would be made to ensure that Gamsny would "seek an evolutionary solution" 

to ~ustria? 

In public statements at least, the Austn*ans continued to believe that improved 

relations between Italy and Germany would spare them Eom further attacks and did not think 

tbat such relations sounded the death knell of Austrian independence. "Austria is much less 

likely to be the victim of German aggression than is Czechoslovakia," said the Austrian Press 

ot&che', Dr. Martin Fuchs. In any case, the Austrian argued that "it would be vey difficult 

for Italy not to intervene in the event of a German attack on Ausma". Ironically, in the very 
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neH breath, Fucb gave voice to one of the vexy reasons why Austria might not be able to 

arpea aid fiom MussoIinilini "Gemany now wantsp4ymentfiom I&& for ffavmsgranted by 

Gentany to Ita& at the tiine of the Abyssinion war cmdrlLnirg the present S , s h  war? 

The reality was that Italy's military forces were overextended in Spain and could not, 

therefore, prevent a Gamaa imrasion even ifMuss0Iini was so inclined. 

Despite the best attempts of the Austrian Government, the forces supporting an 

&chius with Germany continued with renewed intensity in d y  1938P On Januay 27, 

Raymod Geist reported to MeSSerSmith fiom Berlin that there would be mother attempted 

putsch in Austria in the very near W e .  The recent discovery of the Tavs plan" by the 

Austlian Neois to take over Austria by force raised sexious questions about the longevity of 

the Schusctmigg Govexnment and gave credence to these claims? Italy, however, remaitled 

a source of concern for German plans. Mussolini's notorious vacillation on the issue of 

Austria found the Italian swing@ back toward the diplomatic def- of his neighbour. "The 

last information I have had &om sources rather close to the Nazi radicals states that Mussolini 

has now definitely opposed the plan," wrote Geist, "and I notice that Mr. Klieforth makes 

reference to Mussolini's opposition? The Duce's objections were deemed to be strong 

enough to place a proposed visit by Hitler to Rome in jeopardy, indicating that relations 

betwmn the two Axis powers was not without moments of tensionn Indeed, in mid-1937 

Count Ciano was heard to comment to Chancellor Schuschnigg that "it is most disagreeable 

to have the Germans as enemies; but, believe me, even as fiends they are not quite easy."a 

Perhaps too late to effect any substantial change, Musdini began to realize the 

damage to his strategic position that the friendship with Hitler cost him. In what would be 
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the beginning ofa series of agonin'ng coincidences and missed opportunities, reports began 

circulating in London on the very day that Schuschnigg traveled to Berchtesgaden that the 

Italian leader was dcspaatefy seading fir a way out of his aUiance with Hitler- "There may 

be something in this," noted Noble of the British Foreign M c e -  "One has felt all along that 

the Rome-Berlin axis was an unnatural creation and that Signor Mussolini could not relish 

becoming a sateate to Gamany whose aims in central Europe are in conflict with those of 

Italy. "" 

Thus, while reports of MussoIinirs disillusionment with Hitler were beghnhg to 

surfk, the fgt& meeting between Hitier and Schuschnigg took place at Berchtesgaden on 

February 12. Admittedly, the position of the Austrian Chancellor was weak Relations 

h e e n  Austria and Itay had been deteriorating for quite some time, and the Austrian army 

was fir h m  k g  an effective deterrent force. Compounding Schuschnigg's problems was 

the v e y  same question that Dollfuss wrestled with nearly five yean before. Namely, what 

was the difkence between an Austrian and a G e m ?  Unlike Dollfuss, Schuschnigg did not 

have an answer to this question. Although Schuschnigg did desire to maintain Austrian 

independence, the fm remained that in his mind, as with many of his countrymen, the 

separation of Austrians fiom Germans somehow seemed quite unnatural. Indeed, Hitlefs 

desire to unite all "Germans" in one Reich enjoyed tremendous support in Austria. Had it 

been litdim soldiers that threatened Austria, there would be no question that Austria would 

fight to defrmd their horneland. But the notion of going to war with their German "brothers" 

was anathema to most Austrians. In view of these considerations, it is not surprising to fmd 

that Schuschnigg approached discussions with Hitler from a position of subservience. Ausma 
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would not force the Gamans into a confrontation and would try to satisfy W e t s  demands. 

In fact, Schuschnigg was more than willing to negotiate with Hitler on points that were 

tantamount to thc complete mender of Austrian ~overeignty~ Each concession, however, 

only incited the Gaman to greater fits ofrage until Schuschnigg hally gave way? Verbally 

bludgeoned and beaten, Schuschnigg left Berchtesgaden convinced that the true extent of 

Austria's capitulation should be kept secret, lest it inspire public demo~~~tfations that would 

provoke the Germans further. 

Undoubtedly, Schuscbnigg's decision to downplay the importance of the decisions 

reached at Berchtesgaden and his treatment at HitMs hands greatly influenced the response 

of the Western Powers to the crisis?' M y ,  however, was one of the fw countries given a 

direct report by Schuschnigg. AAa being iafomed about the results of the conference, the 

Italian Under Secretary of Foreign Af f k ,  Count Ciano reiterated in his diary the phrase that 

had become an Italian mantra since the invasion of Abyssinia nearly three years before. 

"A~~~chItlss is inevitabIe," wrote Ciano, but should be delayed for as long as possible.* 

The, howewer, was nmning out on Icslyls aMky to delay the Anschuss much longer. 

"The G e m s  are anxious to m up a Nazi State in Austria before the Spanish war ends," 

wrote Raymond Gdst to George Messersmith, "as they &ink that Mussolini will be 

dciently occupied and handicapped by the Spanish venture to make any definite resistance 

to Hitlets program in Austriam Perhaps as an indication to the State Department that Italy's 

ability to influence European events was waning fbrther, the American reported that the 

Italians had ken left out the Bachtesgaden discussions altogether. But there was still reason 

to be optimistic. Geist indicated that, according to his sources, the creation of the German- 
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"might prevent the Italians fiom cooperating m e t  with the Germans." If Italy were to 

become a third party to the customs don ,  it was feared in Rome that Itaiian businesses 

would be grabally squeezed out by their larger Gaman competitorsTS "It appears," concluded 

Geist, "that the Italians regard German relations as wry difEicult." 

Back in Washington, Hidl advised John WiIey in Vierma "to avoid, in the fimue, 

making any statements which can possibly be constnred as implying that your Government 

is involving itsee in any sense, in European questions of a purely political character or is 

taking any part, even indirectly, in the determination of such questions." Nevertheless, a day 

later, the Secretary of State cabled William Phillips in Rome with instructions to immediately 

forward to the department "any indications of the Italian reaction to the recent 

developments. w34 Clearly, Hull beliewed that the fhte of Austria rested in the hands of leaden 

in the European capitals, and Rome in particular- 

Although the Italians may have regarded their relations with the Germans as being 

~ d t ,  the WLfortunate reality was that there was my little Mussolini could do to help 

AusPia Therefbre, befbre the end of February, it appeared as though German persistence in 

pursuing Austria would finally be rewarded. Schuschnigg's wek performance in from of 

Hitler convinced the G e m  leader that Austria would mender quietly. Nearly two weeks 

Ofthe ten operative clauses of the Berchtesgaden Protocol, items 6 and 10 which 
declared that "all economic discrimination against National Socialists will be eliminated" and 
that "preparations will be made for the intensification of commerce between the Austrian and 
German economies", respectively, are actually the clauses which least hfhged on Austrian 
sovereignty. In other sections, Hitler was able to dictate to Schuschuigg who would be 
allowed to form part of his cabinet, and allowed Germany to determine who could and could 
not be part of Austrian police and militaxy forces. 
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had passed since the meeting between Hitler and Schuschnigg at Berchtesgaden, and the 

Austrian govemment had done very little to either issue a call to arms in foreign capitals or 

to prepare h a  own defenses. Wilefs pessimistically wrote on February 15 that Austria's 

future looked grim More experienced diplomats, however, were not prepared to admit 

defeat. "It is not the end," said the Fmch Minister. "It is the moment Wore the end."3s 

Yet, word began to cirnrlate tbat Scbuschnigg was preparing a response to Hitler's challenge. 

Momentum inside the Austrian Government was building for bold and desisive action to 

respond to Hitler's challenge. Perhaps to reinforce his domestic standing, on February 24 

Schuschnigg delivered a remarkable speech that appealed to Austrians to defend their 

homeland and ended with the cry "Until death: Red-WhiteRed! ~ust r ia ! "~  

What had happned m the herim to steel the resolve of the Austrian Chancellor? In 

Washington, Messersmith expressed his admiration for Schuschnigg's speech. "The 

Chancellor is really behaving like the fine character and the great patriot that we know him 

to be7" wrote Messasnrith. Stin, matters were not entirdy in Schuschnigg's hands. "Whether 

he will be able to hold on is a grave! question," acknowledged Messersmith, "but my prayers 

and hopes are with him for I still believe that an independent Austria is a necessity for the 

peace of Europe"? One week later7 the Austrian director of Political MWs, Dr. Horbostel 

requested an inteaview with John Wdey, the Charge rl@aries cd interim of the American 

embassy, and warned that the Austrian Government might have to take more stringent 

measures to combat the Nads. P e w s  a strong demonstration of domestic and international 

indignation would fbrce Hitler to back down rather thau fhcing another public confrontation 

with Mussolini over the h e  of ~ustria.~' But even the Chancellor's most enthusiastic 
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supporters did not anticipate his next move. Schuscbnigg planned to borrow one ofHitler's 

fkvolnite tactics, the plebiscite, and turn it against the Gaman As bold as it was audacious, 

the plebiscite would address once a d  for all whether Austrians wanted A t m c h I l ~ ~ ~  or not. 

Afker the plebiscite was publicly a ~ o m c e d  on March 9, Wiley was told by Dr. 

Hornbostel that during the next two to three weeks, Schuschnigg "will eadesvour to 'take 

reins back into his own hands'". The present crisis, revealed the Austrian minister, had cost 

Austria much in the outflow of foreign investment, the export of art treasures and general 

business paralysis. The American also reported that the British Minister in Austria still heid 

out hope that Italy would "save the situation", but med that "Mussobi was not forewarned" 

about Austria's intensions. As a result, the Italian leader was "both annoyed and nervous" 

about the plebiscite's outcome." A report from Hugh Wilson in Paris revealed that the 

Austrian government was concerned where Mussolinils loyalties would lie if he had been 

counselIed in advance about the decision to hold the pleb'lscite. "If Austria had c o d t e d  

Mussolini," reported Wdson, the Italian "would probably have consulted Wer  and that 

would have been the end of the story." In any case, the Austriaas believed that they could not 

count on "any c&aive assistance fiom Italy" against German encroachments. Schuschnigg 

was convinced that MussoIini was simply using Austria as a pawn with which to blackmail 

England and that once the Italian had wrung all the concessions he could fiom Prime Minister 

Chamberlain, the Duce would abandon Austria to Hitler for "a good price"." 

Tragically, Austrians were never given the opportunity to decide for themselves the 

fate of their own country- In the fkce of growing threats and pressure fiom Berlin, and 

detecting no support whatsoever from Mussohi, Schuschnigg bowed to Nazi pressure on 
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March 11 and called off the proposed plebiscite. The d i e t  resigned, and within days, 

German troops crossed the border into Austria without a singie shot being find. Mussolini 

remained remarkably silent tbrough Austria's last days, giving rise to a certain amount of 

apprehemion in Bedin Evidently, in the words ofGordon Brook-Shepherd, up umil the fifky- 

ninth minute of the eleventh hour on the last day, Hitler was not certain ifMussolini would 

mass his troops on the Brenner the same way he had in July 1934. After receiving Mussolini's 

assurance that Italy would not act, H e r  was beside himselfwith joy promising to "never 

forget" what the Italian leader bad done for hira41 

Mearrwhile, the Gamaa Arnbdor to the UIlited States reported that Cordell Hull's 

initial reaction to the Anschuss was fhvourabIe. For his part, Cordell Hull asked the 

ambassador what the prospects for peace on the continent were like now that the Amchiuss 

had taken place. "I tried to draw [Dieckhort] out on the Italian reaction now that German 

troops were nearing the Brermer Pasf" indicating that Hull still believed that Mussolini would 

act It was a confident Gaman Ambassador who dismissed Hun's questions. Relations with 

Italy, Dieckhoff assured HuA, had never been bater4' "From a few questions which he 

asked," stated Dieckhoff to the Gennan Foreign Ofiice, "it was apparent that pull] 

thoroughly undastands our action." Three days later, however, the Gennan Ambassador 

noted a deiide change in the State Depammds attitude toward the Anschuss. "Obviously," 

wrote DisckhoE "a result of the stiffening in the British attitude ... Another source of 

annoyance to the State Department," continued the G e m  "is probably the hct that [the 

State Department] is being besieged by the Jews here to intemene on behalf of Jews in 

Vienoa" After denying that the State Department had any right to criticize German actions, 
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the Ambassador concluded that the United States' "impotent rageo would not "alter the fkct 

that the remion of Austria with Gamany is regarded here as a f i t  accompIi which will have 

to be accepted."" 

For George Messam&, Anzahkm was a particularly bitter pill to swallow. Having 

seen and predicted the event did not maLe it any easier for the American, If anything, Hitler's 

actions confirmed his darkest suspicions about Nazi Germany and the fate of Europe. 

According to Messersmith's assessments, it was the policies of misguided statesmen that 

exacerbated the situation Messehth was convinced that Hitler was not a diplomat who 

could be negotiated with, Indeed, his years of experience in Germany and A d a  led the 

former ambassador to believe that the German leader would only understand the use of force. 

Unfortunatdy, the challenge posed by Wer was seen so clearly by Messersmith that, in the 

months after the k h k ,  the Assistant Secretary of State would bitterly attack those who 

could not see the tbreat that was so apparent to hhn Meed, Messersmith's hstration would 

find its expression in inappropriate ways. Some opponents could expect to be called names 

in MeSSerSmith's letters, others found themselves being labelled conspirators in an imagined 

cabal fonniag against the Assistant Seccetacyeccetacy Gradually, Messersmitb's responsibilities were 

eased, and in 1940, Messersxnith lefk Washington as a Special Envoy to Hava~.'' 

Back in Rome, Amerian diplomatic personnel d e t d  a good deal of finger pointing 

and soul-searching amongst Italian diplomats. "The consensus of Italian opinion as 

manifested by certain of  the newspapers today would seem to lay the blame for the present 

situation in Austria upon two so-called 'blunder' [sic] committed by the Versailles powers," 

began Phillips. 



(One) The idea that Austria in its precarious condition both economically and 
poMcally should or could remain independent; and (two) the idea that Italy 
would at all times bear the burden of the Situatio~~Mhile the above 
represents the official vemion of the Italian attitude there! is evident among 
many ItaIians a f e h g  of real wncem and depression? 

Less than a week later, Edward L. Reed, the ChrPge' ofthe American Embassy in 

Rome, reported more fully on the impact of the Allschlh~~. When first Sormed about the 

plebiscite, "the Foreign Office here regarded the Schuschnigg move as a clever and daring 

one. In fkct the Austrian Ministerwas informed by Count Ciano that the Italian Government 

was pleased with Har Schuschnisg's decision, wide foreign press conespondents were told 

by an official of the Press Bureau that the action would probably contn'bute to Central 

European appeasement." However, once word began to spread that Hitler "was taking a 

strong be, the Italian Govemmem's attitude toward Chancellor Schuschnigg1s actions began 

to vary-" On the afternoon of March 1 1, the controlled press in Italy was initially told to treat 

the crisis more objectively. A ffew hours later, the press was told to present the crisis "fiom 

still clung to the image of Mussalini as Austria's protector. Italy had not willingly abandoned 

her southern neighbow, events had conspired to make an effective protest impossible. In 

forwarding his assessment, Reed would conclude that 

it would appear, therefion, that Italy has decided to make the best of things 
and that, h a . g  foreseen the eventuality of an Anschlurs, it wishes to remain 
on the best posdbk tams with Germany. nere seem linle dloubt, however, 
but that the rapidity of events took the Italian Gavemment by stnpn'se and 
its present assembns that it iaradjhwned on rhe Chcellor Schuschnigg's 
proposed plebiscite porn the start do not spare  wirh this Embassy's 
mfonnafrbn4' 
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In his post-war memoirs, Phillips would elaborate on this same theme, writing that the Italian 

Government was takm completely by surprise by the coup and "had to make the bestw ofthe 

situation, adding that "Italians generally thought that Mussolini was fbrious with Hitler? 

Still, Mwsolini publicly mahahed that the presence of Germany on his northern 

h d e r  stm@er& rather than weakened, his position vis-ci-vis the Westem Powers. The 

Italian leader thought that Gemm take-over of Austria would make Britain and France more 

williag to enter an alliance with him and to officially recognize Italy's claims to a colony in 

A f i i d 9  Despite public statements of indifference, M ~ u ~ s o l  understood that he had 

sacrificed a great deal when Austria fell to the Germans as an indepadent state. 

Oc~asiollSLUy~ the Italiau leader would talk about "changing sidesw to enswe that "Gamany 

was crushed for at least two centurieses"" Thus, Mussolini attempted to continue his policy - 

of playing both d s  against the middle* promising a more hrmal military alliance to Germany 

while holding out for greater concessions fkom the Western Powers. 

But there was no mistaking the fact that the incorporation of Austria into Hitlets 

Reich d y  limaeci Itays strategic position in Europe- By occupying the Austrian "buffer- 

zone" between Italy and Germmy, Hitler placed Germany in the enviable position of being 

able to dictate fbture Italian actions and ehinahg the pretence of an independent Italian 

policy. If Italy wished to maintain her empire in Afiica, she could not afford to agitate 

Germany on her northem frontier. Indeed, the presence of a predominaatly German 

population in the Alto Adige could not have mndbrted MussoLiai should Hider direct his pan- 

German aspirations against Italy? F d y ,  the Gaman occupation of Austria severeIy limited 

Mussolinils ability to project military power into central Europe. It was one thing to have a 
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relatively weak Austrian anny standing across the Brmer and a completely different matter 

to face the soldiers ofthe Third Reich. William Phillips, for one, believed that Mussohi 

increasingly came under Hitler's influence a f k  the A d = . %  Thus, the same forces that 

should have ensured a for& Italian reaction against the t4rtSchius made it udikeIy that 

after 1938 Italy would abandon her alliance with Germany- 

American policymakers understood the importance of Austrian independence but 

realized there was link or aothiag that the United States could do to directly influence events. 

Improved trade between the United States and Austria would have greatly improved Austria's 

chances fix anvival, but the reality is that the R w s m l t  adrrrrmstra . . tion was not prepared to 

invest in the Austrian economy until that countq+s domestic situation stabilized- Even then, 

American diplomats were conscious of the limits to American power. The United States 

simp@ was not in an e & c h  position to si@cantly influence events in central Europe. No 

matter how much Washington protested German actions, Hitler could act without fm of 

effective retaliation itom the United States. Indeed, a year after the AnschIzm when reports 

began to circufate that forty-tbtee-year-old Chancellor Schuschnigg had become little more 

than a &ail old man since his imprisonment by the Gestapo, Roosevelt's pessimistic reply 

indicated the nlative saength ofW*gton's negotiating position. "If1 were to say anything 

they would probably shoot [Schuschnigg]. Any action on my part would be most unwise for 

his sake."" 

Nonetheiess, it is stdl possible to conclude that most of the State Department's basic 

assumptions about the Ita5ts role in the European balance were essentially correct. Howwa, 

the State Department erred in assuming that Mussolini would both acknowledge Italy's 
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strat Jc limbtioations and pkce as much importance on the preservation of the European s&tus 

quo as offids had in Washington Because the union of Austria and Germany took place 

with MussaIinits tacit approval, it seemed as though the foundation ofthe Romt-Beriin axis 

was solidified and that a new policy was needed to deal with the rising German threat. 

Therefore, instead of appeasement, American diplomats would attempt to merely to 

' ~ ~ "  Italy rather than use her as a weapon against Germany? "The day the Germans 

anived on the B~e~lller," said one British diplomat, "Italy became, to aU intents and purposes, 

something less than a fim class Power."5s Quite simply, without an independent Austria on 

her northern frontier, Mussolini's tenure as the United States' foil to Hitler was over. 
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